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ABSTRACT (100-200 WORDS):
The purpose of this collection is to provide elementary students with 
engaging, student-centered ways of obtaining knowledge on 
controversial issues that have affected people in the recent past and 
that will affect humankind in the future. The activities aim to teach 
students about issues that are often neglected at the elementary, and 
sometimes even the high school, level because of their controversial 
nature. This portfolio contains ten lessons plans designed to teach 
grades three through five about debated issues. I have generated 
lessons that will provide appropriate opportunities for students to 
learn about such controversies. The lessons encompass social 
studies, science, language arts, and/or technology standards that are 
required in elementary classrooms by the state of Illinois. I have also 
included an eight-page rationale that explains the importance of 
teaching such lessons to students. My research and ideas are 
supported by scholars and researchers that have studied trends 
found within elementary and high school classrooms. Their findings 




Rationale for Teaching Controversial Issues in Elementary School
In many classrooms across America, controversial issues are cast aside, ignored, or postponed. 
These issues, which are so often eliminated from the curriculum, are some of the most crucial lessons 
that students need to be made aware of. There have been many researchers that have examined the 
use of controversial lessons in elementary and high schools, and they discovered that such lessons were 
not being utilized despite their positive influences. Carole Hahn (2009) supports this claim with her 
research when she states the following:
Despite a long tradition of advocacy for controversial issues discussions in social studies and 
civic education and a substantial body of research that points to advantages of such an 
approach, one would not necessarily see controversial issues teaching and learning in a 
"typical" class on any given day in the United States. Indeed, researchers find that students 
in many schools rarely have the opportunity to explore controversial issues, (p. 7)
In my prospective classroom, I vow not to ignore potential controversy; in fact, I plan to embrace 
opportunities to teach my students about such important historical events and current issues. To 
prepare myself for teaching these issues, I have created a portfolio of usable lessons. In constructing my 
collection, I took many considerations into account: the method of instruction, the choice of topics and 
concepts, and the purposes for including controversial lesson in elementary classrooms. Controversy is 
not something that can be avoided, for it is a natural component of the world we live in today.
In order to create my lessons, I had to choose the topics I wished to incorporate. I wanted to 
choose topics and concepts that are often avoided at the elementary level, and sometimes even the
high school level. These avoided topics are often the most important issues to discuss. Through his 
research, Loewen (2007) provides evidence that a topic I covered in my portfolio is avoided in schools 
when he states, "In the 1980s, the average teacher granted the Vietnam War 0 to 4.5 minutes in the 
entire school year. Coverage has not increased much since then" (p.256). This statement is true about 
many of the topics that I have chosen to incorporate in my portfolio. Little or no time is dedicated to 
such important and controversial topics, which in turn is damaging students' growth. Students should 
be introduced to such ideas at an early age, so they can develop a greater understanding of the issues, 
learn early on how to cope with injustices, and learn how to deal with controversies that present 
themselves in life. Angela Harwood and Carole Hahn (1990) support this claim when they suggest,
Many reasons have been given to support the use of controversial issues discussions in social 
studies classrooms. Three of the most prevalent are (1) preparing students for their roles as 
citizens in a pluralistic democracy, (2) developing critical thinking skills, and (3) improving 
interpersonal skills, (p. 2)
By developing these skills in elementary school through controversial discussions, the students will 
become better prepared for their future lives.
Research also suggests that many times, students are not interested in what social studies 
lessons contain. This is because many of the issues that are typically taught are not meaningful to the 
lives of the students. Evans and Saxe (1996) support this idea when they state,
Social studies as it is currently taught and practiced is dysfunctional. A significant indicator of 
the failure of conventional social studies is the low percentage of people voting. Today's social 
studies does not teach young people to make full use of the knowledge they learn to aid them in 
making critical decisions, (p. 8)
Students must be encouraged to explore topics and ideas that are relevant to their lives. Many of these 
important ideas are avoided because of their controversial nature. However, in order to equip students 
with knowledge that will benefit them throughout their lives these issues must be embraced in 
elementary schools, not avoided.
Furthermore, it was through my research and experiences in college and elementary 
classrooms, that I have discovered the need to incorporate controversial issues into my future teaching. 
While working with a fifth-grade class during my clinical experience, it was brought to my attention that 
the majority of the class knew little or nothing about the Holocaust or Hitler's tyranny. Not only is the 
Holocaust an important event in history, but it should be included in classrooms to teach students 
important lessons, such as standing up for what is right and learning from the mistakes of those that 
came before us. The teaching of the Holocaust is even required by the state of Illinois. The Illinois 
General Assembly Public Act 094-0478 (2005) states:
Holocaust and Genocide Study. Every public elementary school and high school shall include in 
its curriculum a unit of instruction studying the events of the Nazi atrocities of 1933 to 1945.
This period in world history is known as the Holocaust, during which 6,000,000 Jews and millions 
of non-Jews were exterminated. (105 ILCS 5/27-20.3) (from Ch. 122, par. 27-20.3)
Topics such as the Holocaust should never be avoided. As I observed through teaching lessons on the 
topic, students enjoy learning about these significant events and are able to personally connect to 
people in the various situations. When presented in an appropriate way, students will thrive in their 
study of important topics.
Moreover, incorporating controversial issues is extremely important because it will help prevent 
such issues from repeating themselves, and it will hopefully stifle any expansion of problems that are 
occurring today. If teachers avoid these issues and world problems, students will be unaware of how to
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handle situations similar to those events. In order to learn from the mistakes of people in history, one
must be educated about those errors. Nussbaum (2009) supports this concept when she proposes, 
"Knowledge is no guarantee of good behavior, but ignorance is a virtual guarantee of bad behavior" (p. 
11). If students are not educated about controversies and historical blunders, teachers are performing a 
disservice. In order to protect ourselves and our world from having to deal with similar mistakes to 
those that have occurred in the past, we must inform our students about such events. To avoid 
becoming a teacher that neglects controversy and causes damage, I have created this portfolio. I want 
my future students to become knowledgeable citizens that do not make mistakes similar to ones in 
history.
Another advantage of teaching controversial issues is that it will help the students to see from 
another person or another culture's perspective. In order to assist students in seeing a situation from 
multiple perspectives, I created lessons that would submerge them in circumstances in which they 
would experience a situation similar to historical events. One of my lessons, which focus on this idea, is 
a Japanese Internment lesson. I created this lesson based on an exercise first conducted Jane Elliot. 
Elliot's exercise allowed her students to experience racism based on the color of their eyes. Her 
exercise, though controversial, helped the students learn important concepts about racism (Peters, 
1968). Her method inspired me to create a lesson that will allow students to experience what the 
Japanese Internment was like for many families. Though lessons such as this one are extremely 
controversial, they help students experience learning in a unique way. Seeing a situation from a 
perspective other than one's own is important throughout one's lifetime. In speaking about qualities 
that great citizens should possess, Nussbaum (2009) suggests:
W
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The ability to think what it might be like to be in the shoes of a person different from oneself, to
be an intelligent reader of that person's story, and to understand the emotions and wishes and 
desires that someone so placed might have. (p. 12)
By seeing something from another's perspective, students will be more equipped to deal with problems 
in their lives, in their future workplaces, and in their communities. Not only do my lessons aim to teach 
students about controversial events, but they aim to promote growth of the students' character.
Additionally, teaching certain controversial topics will promote tolerance for other cultures. 
Many times, cultures that are extremely different from our own are avoided in the elementary 
classrooms. This may be because teachers do not know how to approach them or because, many times, 
schools do not want to endanger the illusion that the United States, with its European origin, is far 
superior to all other countries or cultures (Loewen, 2007, p. 45). In several of my lessons, I teach about 
facets of middle-eastern culture, different cultures within in the United States, and the similarities 
between other cultures and American culture. Though, it may be seen as controversial to compare the 
cultures of countries with such different beliefs, students will certainly benefit from the comparisons. 
This will build tolerance toward other cultures, build community within the classroom, and encourage 
students to accept people no matter their dissimilarities. Savage and Armstrong (2008) support this idea 
when they state, "Students need to learn that no matter how different a culture might be from their 
own, that the people in that culture view it as logical and natural" (p. 75). Understanding this concept 
will help to build tolerance for other cultures.
Likewise, students need to be prepared for the changes that will come in their futures. Students
will likely only encounter one or a few different types of lifestyles that surround them. For this reason,
teachers must prepare their students to accept many different backgrounds and ideas. This can be done
through the teaching of different cultural issues. This idea is supported by researchers, Ronald W. Evans 
W
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and David Warren Saxe. Evans and Saxe (1996), when discussing the research of Massialas and Cox 
(1966), suggest this idea when they state:
Education, through critical inquiry, should ultimately perform the function of harmonizing 
society's divergent elements and controversies. By confronting the major conflicts and tensions 
within society, Massialas and Cox envisioned schools as agents for change and classrooms as 
environments in which students solved the problems of the modern era, ultimately improving 
society, (p. 66)
Teachers should include controversial topics in the classroom in order to help the students learn how to 
accept differences among people they encounter; by using controversial topics and discussions, 
students will further develop such skills.
Another genre of lessons that I included is the topic of current world problems. I focused on 
topics of global warming, energy, and recycling in an attempt to inspire students to help the planet 
today. In my lessons, I incorporated ways that the students can make small contributions towards 
helping our planet, such as turning off lights when leaning a room or recycling. My lessons aim at 
encouraging students to become more inspired to help our planet, and perhaps motivate the students 
to pursue careers in such fields -  interest in careers can begin as early as elementary school. By 
teaching about important issues, the students will begin seeing connections between historical events, 
current affairs, and potential career paths. Loewen (2009) supports this idea when he mentions:
I argued -  hoped? -  for a reciprocal relationship between truth about the past and justice in the 
present. [Students] can make a difference, even before they leave school. Conversely, students 
will make a difference -  and not for the better -  if they choose to do nothing in their job as
Americans for the rest of their lives, (p. 211)
Students truly do have the power to make a difference in the world. For this reason, I feel that it is
critical to expose students to a variety of interesting and important topics. I want to help my students 
become positive contributions to society.
Likewise, since most of the problems of the world are not easy to solve, and new problems arise 
every day, students need to be made aware of these problems. Awareness is a crucial component of 
problem-solving. It is impossible to foresee what issues face us in the future, so I hope to inspire my 
students to become active learners and difference-makers. I must prepare my students to deal with 
issues by providing them with the skills they will need to adjust to any problem they may face. These 
skills include perspective-taking, being tolerant and accepting of others' differences, understanding of 
other cultures and events, and knowing how to research and explore topics of interest. Loewen (2009) 
states:
As citizens, students need to be able to investigate deep issues. Tomorrow's issues, of course,
V - ^ - /
we can predict only imperfectly today. Teachers prepare students to think about them by 
helping them learn to think about issues and causal statements in our past. (p. 23)
To establish an inspiration for dealing with future issues, I need to first inform my students about the 
mistakes of the past. Then, I can guide the students toward understanding the issues we face today. 
Through exploring these topics, I hope to inspire my students to look further into these issues and 
develop plans for remediating problems.
The final component of the creation of my portfolio was determining how I wanted to 
incorporate these topics. I knew I had to address the state standards and the lessons needed to be 
student-centered. For the majority of the lessons I have created, there are no direct standards that 
address the crucial topics. So for many of the lessons, I had to include English, reading, or technology 
N / standards. I also knew that students learn best from doing. Learner-centered practice builds motivation
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for learning and enhances knowledge acquisition. According to Doyle and Zakraisek (2011), who write 
about learner-centered strategies, 'The goal of learner-centered practice is to create learning 
environments that optimize students' opportunities to pay attention and actively engage in authentic, 
meaningful, and useful learning" (p. 9). I created all of my lessons with this goal in mind. I feel that 
allowing the students to gather information and form opinions on their own will enhance the effects of 
the learning experiences. Researcher, Carole Hahn, also came to the conclusion that students learn best 
from experiences in which they are engaged in meaningful discussions and activities. Supported by 
research, Hahn (2009) states the following:
Through a series of empirical studies carried out in the United States beginning in the 1960s, 
researchers found that teaching civics courses and topics could enhance student knowledge 
and skills—but had virtually no effect on attitudes. Rather, researchers found, that student 
attitudes of political interest, efficacy, and trust, were associated with students having had 
experiences investigating controversial issues in an open, supportive classroom climate, in 
which they were encouraged to listen to and express diverse viewpoints, (p. 5)
To promote an even greater understanding of the issues, I have created lessons that incorporated 
open discussion and student research. This will allow the students to discover many of the 
concepts somewhat on their own but with the guidance of the teacher.
My goals as an educator are to inspire my students to become active and lifelong learners, to 
become tolerant and well-rounded individuals, to learn how to view the world in more than one way, 
and to help to make a positive contribution to the world. Throughout the process of creating my 
lessons, I had these goals in mind. The children that I will teach will have to be prepared for unexpected 
obstacles that face them in their futures. I aim to help them develop the tools that they will need to deal 
with such obstacles as they encounter them.
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Vietnam Lesson
I. Type of Lesson: Interview
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 4th
III. Materials
A. Books: (For supplementing)
• Hillstrom, K. (2000). Vietnam War: Primary sources. Chicago, IL: UXL Publishing.
1. Readability: 5th grade
B. Technology: PowerPoint, computers, search engines
• Video: BrainPOP. (1999). Mysteries of life: Vietnam War [Video file]. Retrieved 
from http://www.brainpoD.com/socialstudies/ushistorv/vietnamwar/.
C. Supplies: Pictures, classroom dictionary
IV. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: Using evidence from class, interviews, and discussion, students will be able 
to write an informative/explanatory piece of writing that examines the reasons for the 
Vietnam War and the reactions of people in the US.
Standard 1: CC.4.W.2 Text Types and Purposes: Write informative/explanatory texts to 
examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
Assessment 1: The students will be assessed using the rubric.
B. Objective 2: The students will be able to ask questions about the Vietnam War and 
answer the questions from a certain perspective by gathering information from a video, 
interviews, pictures, and books.
Standard 2 :16.A.2c Ask questions and seek answers by collecting and analyzing data 
from historic documents, images and other literary and non-literary sources.
Assessment 2: The students will generate questions that they will be asking someone 
about the Vietnam War. They must collect data that will be analyzed in class.
V. Groupings
During the video, the students will be seated in groups at the front of the classroom. 
This way they will be able to see the video but will be able to break off into their groups easily
when they need to. Then, they will complete their interviews independently. This is so they can 
gather as much information as possible. They will return to groups to compare information to 
gain multiple interpretations of the war. Finally, they will write their own piece of writing, so I 
can assess their understanding and their overall thoughts about the war.
VI. Procedures
A. Introduction
• Raise your hand if you think you know someone who was alive in the 1960s and 
1970s.
• Who was this person? Your parent, grandparent, neighbor?
• Have you heard stories from this person about life during this time period? What 
types of things have you heard?
• Are there any main events that you can think of that are from this time period?
• Let's look at some pictures from this time period. Tell me what you think of as you 
look at these pictures.
• Pictures on PowerPoint
o What do these pictures make you think of? 
o Do they remind you of anything?
o Third picture: The man being shot in the picture was a fighter from North 
Vietnam that killed many innocent people in South Vietnam. Many people 
in the US saw this picture during this time period. How do you think it made 
them feel? How does it make you feel? Who seems like the "bad guy" in 
this picture?
o Fourth picture: This is an image of many Vietnamese people that were killed 
during the war. What do you notice about these people? (young? Old?)
How do you think people in the US felt after seeing these pictures?
B. Lesson Steps
• Now we are going to watch a video that will help us understand a little bit about 
Vietnam. As we go through the video, we will stop to learn about some of the 
important ideas that are mentioned.
• Watch video: "Mysteries of Life: Vietnam War" 
http://www.brainpop.com/socialstudies/ushistorv/vietnamwar/
o Stop at 1:25 and discuss the "Domino Theory"
■  What does the domino theory mean?
■  What is communism?
■  Look up definition in groups. Some groups can look up on 
computer, some in class dictionary to get a variety of definitions.
■  Create a collaborative definition, have students record this on their 
"Vietnam" worksheet.
■  So, why do you think the US may not have wanted this to happen?
■  Does communism seem good or bad to you? Why?
ww
■  Have groups list some positives and negatives
■  After all groups are finished, have the groups compare with the rest 
of the class's ideas.
■  Ask students: What types people might think it is good? What types 
of people might think it is bad? Why? (Discuss wealth, types of jobs 
people have, homes, food, anything else that may affect opinions.)
o Pause again at 1:55.
■  So was the US supporting the South or the North?
■  Why? Anti-communism
■  What type of government does the US have? Is it communism? 
What is it called?
■  In groups, look up definition of democracy.
■  Decide as a class on a definition.
■  Together, determine the positives and negatives of democracy.
■  During this discussion, talk about the rights the US stand behind? 
(Freedom, individual rights, etc.)
■  Create a Venn Diagram as a class that compares and contrasts the 
governments of Vietnam and the US.
■  Since both governments have things in common, why do you think 
we are so against communism?
o Pause at 3:30.
■  What is protesting?
■  Why might people be protesting in the US?
■  Why did people fight against protestors? 
o Pause at 4:10.
■  What did the US hope to accomplish when in Vietnam?
■  Did the US end up accomplishing what they wanted to in Vietnam?
■  How do you think the results affected people in the US?
• To gain even more perspective on the Vietnam War, we should ask people that were 
around during that time period.
• Let's come up with some questions that we can ask our parents or grandparents 
about Vietnam.
• What are some questions that we want to find out about the War? (Generate a list 
of questions about Vietnam that the students can interview someone about).
• Questions should be similar to:
o What was the US like during the Vietnam War? 
o Did you or anyone you know have to fight in the War? 
o How did this make you feel? 
o Did you or anyone you know ever protest the war? 
o Why did people protest?
o Do you think that the war was beneficial? Or how do you feel about the war?
ww
w
• After creating the list of questions, have students interview someone over the next 
few days.
o If the students do not have a family member or neighbor to interview, they 
may partner up with a classmate that is able to find someone. I also have 
several family members that would be willing to speak to the class in a 
group interview way if need be.
o Explain that some people may not want to talk about the war. If this is the 
case, the student may find another person to interview or find a partner to 
work with.
• I will type up the questions that we create and decide on as a class. The students 
will receive a copy of the questions with space for answering the questions. The 
students will record their answers and bring the interviews to class.
• After the interviews are completed, students will bring results to class.
t
• Break students into groups to talk about and compare the information that they 
gained from the interviews.
• Have a class discussion about the information.
o What did your interviewee say the US was like during the Vietnam War?
o How did people react to the images and news from the war?
o How did people feel about the outcome of the war?
o What did this lead to?
o What do you think it would have felt like during the 1960s and 70s, during 
the war era?
o Think of a word that describes your overall impression or feelings about the 
time period. (Record some of them on the board). Explain why you chose 
the word that you did. (Provide an example word: tense).
o What do all of these words tell you about life during the Vietnam War?
C. Conclusion
• As a final activity for the topic of Vietnam, the students will write a piece of writing 
on what they've learned.
• They should respond to the questions: Why did the US go to Vietnam to begin with? 
Why did some people protest and argue against the war? What information have 
you learned about Vietnam by interviewing a person? What is your reaction to the 
War overall? Make sure to connect your responses to discussion topics, what 
you've learned from the interview, and other information that you've gained.
• Some things to consider are the Venn Diagram, the definitions we came up with, the 
timeline of the war from the video, and ideas that were gained from the interview.




Reason for the war Clearly states why Is partially accurate Does not state why
the US went to 
Vietnam based on 
information from 
class and interview
with reason for 
going to war, but 
answer is vague
US went to Vietnam
Reactions of 
people in the US
Clearly states how 
people differed in 
their reactions back 
in the US
States only one 
reaction in the US
Does not mention 
how people reacted 
in US
Interview States at least three 
pieces of 
information that 
was gained from the 
interview








Your reaction Clearly states how 
he or she feels 
about the war 
based on what has 
been discussed
Somewhat states 
how he or she feels 
about the war 
based on what has 
been discussed
Does not states how 
he or she feels 
about the war based 
on what has been 
discussed
Use of evidence 
and opinions to 
support responses
Uses a large amount 
of information from 
the video, pictures, 
and interview to 
explain answers
Uses limited 
amount of support 
for answers
Does not support 
answer with 
information
B. Assessment 2: The students will generate questions that they will be asking someone 
about the Vietnam War. They must collect data that will be analyzed in class.
W
Vietnam
Group’s definition of COMMUNISM Class definition of COMMUNISM








Group’s definition of DEMOCRACY Class definition of DEMOCRACY
Is dem ocracy good or bad? List some positives and negatives.














I. Type of Lesson: Discussion / scenario
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 3-5th
III. Materials
A. Books: Class dictionary
B. Technology: Elmo and/or overhead
C. Supplies: bracelets (rubber bands possibly: 6 purple, 6 orange, 6 blue, 6 red, and 6 
yellow), notecards, white board, flyer, tape for boundary, desk, chairs, sticky notes, 
folders for each grouping of desks, "Detention Camp" sign, "Storage Zone" sign.
IV. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective: The students will be able to describe in writing the extent to which freedom 
and individual rights were ignored or respected by the US government during the time 
of the Japanese Internment.
B. Standard: 14.F.2 Identify consistencies and inconsistencies between expressed United 
States political traditions and ideas and actual practices (e.g., freedom of speech, right 
to bear arms, slavery, voting rights).
C. Assessment: The students will be assessed based on their completion of the worksheet, 
titled "Freedom?" They must use three supporting details to support their view on the 
Japanese people being stripped of their freedoms and rights.
V. Groupings
For this lesson, I wanted to select a small group of students to be the targeted 
students in the project. This way, it will seem more isolating for them because the 
majority of the class will be experiencing a normal school day. Also, the students that 
are not of the minority will see that it is only a small group that is being targeted. I feel 
that this arrangement will allow the students to relate to what the Japanese-Americans 
felt during the internment. It will also help the students realize how it could be possible 
for the larger group to see themselves as the superior group, since they are the 
majority. It was for this reason that I did not select a half-and-half distribution. I also 
think that the students with the remaining colors should be grouped in desk clusters for 
the duration of the day. This will provide a way for them to communicate and reflect 
with their peers throughout the experience.
A. Detention Camp: This area will be a small corner in the front of the classroom 
(approximately 5' x 5'). Create the area using tape on the floor that is easily seen by the 
students. There should be one desk in the corner with four chairs. There should be a 
sign above the area labeled, "Detention Camp."
B. Storage Zone: Create a sign and label an area of the back of the classroom. This should 
be about 3' x 3'. Create using visible tape.
C. Have all of the students bring their own lunch for the day, since they will be eating in 
the classroom.
D. Meals: Be prepared with "hotdog rice" and milk for the students that will be in the 
Detention Zone. Hotdog rice: 1/2 white or yellow onions, chopped, 1 tablespoon soy 
sauce, 2 hot dogs, 3 eggs, cooked white rice. That would be for one adult, make smaller 
portions for child.
E. Purple students: Ask parents for permission for this activity in advance. Mention food, 
specials, recess, and overall idea that they will be participating. Parents must be 
informed not to tell the students in advance what is going to happen, though.
Procedures
A. Introduction
• Upon entering the classroom, the students will each receive a bracelet. The colors 
will vary between purple, orange, blue, red, and yellow.
• The students should be told that they cannot trade bracelets with anyone else in the 
classroom.
• Have the students go to their desks.
• Direct the students' attention to the sign at the front of the room and have a brief 
discussion the sign and the vocabulary for the day:
o What do you think of when you see the words, "Detention Camp?" Why do 
you think the word detention is included? Why is the word camp included? 
o Why might someone be sent to such a camp? 
o Would an innocent person be sent to the camp? Why or why not? 
o Write down a prediction for what you think we will be using the detention 
camp for today. Will it have something to do with our bracelets? (supply 
students with a notecard, and then collect the notecards) 
o When you hear the word evacuees, what do you think of?
■  Write the word on board, along with some of the ideas the students 
mention.
Look up definition as a class and compare
W '  B. Lesson Steps
• Pass out the "Instructions," so there is one page per table or grouping of students. 
(Also, project a copy on the overhead, Elmo, etc.)
• Have them decide which belongings they will take to the camp. All other belongings 
go to the Storage Zone.
• Direct the purple students to the Detention Camp. (In the 5' x 5' area: one desk, four 
chairs, 5-6 students).
• Explain that the students will stay in the zone for the duration of the day, will use 
only the materials given to them, and the few materials that are with them.
• Explain that they are in the Detention Camp, not because of something they 
personally did, but because of a whole group of people with purple bracelets at 
another school. The purple-bracelet students at St. Mary's (a school near MES), 
were responsible for drawing on walls, sticking gum everywhere in the school, and 
being bullies toward other students. Because of this, all students with purple 
bracelets must be watched carefully. They will also be in the detention camp to 
make sure other students that are mad about all of the bullying and destruction will 
not be tempted to talk to or harm the purple students in any way.
• Supply all of the other colors of students with a "Reflection Checklist" sheet. Have 
them respond to the first question, place in a folder at the center of the table, and
. then respond to other parts at the appropriate times during the day. Encourage the
students to reflect at any point during the day; there is an extra reflection space at 
the bottom of the checklist.
• The rest of the school day should be carried on as a regular day, but with the purple 
students in the camp. Some situations that will occur may be:
o Recess: while the other students can play outside, the purple students will 
not.
o Specials: Select a day that does not have PE as a special (maybe music). 
Purple students will remain in the classroom during this time to work on 
Reflection Checklist or other classwork.
o Pull-out: select students that would normally be in the room all day, or gain 
permission from parents if needing adjustment to schedule.
o Lunch: Students in the camp will eat "Hotdog Rice" and milk.
• End of the day/ bringing it all together. Students sit at front of room.
o Begin by showing pictures of actual Japanese Internment evacuees 
(PowerPoint).
o 1st picture: (barbed wire)
■  What do you notice about the boys in this first picture? Trapped' 
barbed wire.
■  Does this remind you of anything? Hopefully they will relate to what 
they are experiencing.
■  Why do you think these boys are trapped? What do they all have in 
common?
o 2nd picture: (fences)
■  Do you think these people know each other?
■  Explain that it is actually a family being separated.
■  Ask how the students would feel if their families were sent to a 
different Detention camp then they are at.
o 3rd picture: (vaccines)
■  Explain that they are getting vaccinated before being taken to the 
camp.
o 4th picture: (living conditions)
■  How does this make you feel compared to what you felt today?
■  Do you think it would be comfortable to live this way?
■  Where do you think this takes place?
o 5th picture: (map)
■  These are actually pictures in the US.
■  Are you surprised? Why or why not?
o 6th picture: (Instructions) I would show the picture in a book I have; it is 
better quality and the same image.
■  What does this remind you of? Ours from earlier
■  This basically stated that all Japanese people in the US, whether 
they were born here or in another country, must move to an 
Internment Camp.
■  What does Internment mean? similar to detention
■  Do you think this was fair?
■  Does this seem like something you would expect to happen in our 
country?
o 7th picture: (planes)
■  Has anyone heard of Pearl Harbor? What happened? What do you 
know?
■  This was when Japan dropped bombs on the US in Hawaii. Shortly 
after, the Internment camps were open.
■  Does it seem fair to take Japanese Americans out of their homes 
because of something someone else did?
■  Do you think it was fair for me to make all of the purple students sit 
in a tiny area and have restrictions because of something students 
at St. Mary's did?
o 8th picture: (housing)
■  This is a picture of the houses they had to live in. How many people 
do you think lived in these houses?
■  How is this similar to what the purple students experienced today?
■  When the Japanese people were taken to these camps, they could
W*' not bring their belongings or pets. How is this similar to what
happened today? 
o 9th picture: (food)
■  Delicious? Much of their food was hotdog-based. 
o 10th picture: (racism)
■  Not all people were generous and cared about the Japanese people 
like you cared about your fellow students.
■  What do you think would happen if everyone truly believed that all 
the purple people were trouble-makers? Would we be nice to them 
and treat them the same as we do today? Is this fair?
o 11th picture: (racism 2)
■  Even though the camps closed about 3 years after they opened in 
1945, Japanese people still had a difficult time in the US. Many 
people still did not accept the Japanese people into their 
restaurants or businesses.
■  What is it called when people are rejected or bullied by someone 
based on the color of their skin, their heritage, or, in our case, their 
color of bracelet?
C. Conclusion
• Why did the US do this to Japanese Americans? Was it fair? What can we learn 
from this?
• Pass back out the prediction cards. Was your prediction correct? Flip the card over 
and write any similarities or differences.
• For the remainder of the day, have students work on "Freedom?" worksheet. This is 
something that can be readdressed the next day during writing, also.
VIII. Assessment
A. Assessment: The students will be assessed based on their completion of the worksheet, 
titled "Freedom?" They must use three supporting details to support their view on the 
Japanese people being stripped of their freedoms and rights.
IX. Resources
Daily life in the internment camps. Our Story: American History and Activities You Can Do Together.
Retrieved from http://americanhistorv.si.edu/ourstorv/activities/internment/more.html 
Murray, A.Y. (2000). What Did the Internment of Japanese Americans Mean? Stuttgart:
W Bedford/St. Martin's Press.
Nelson, D. (2007, December 20). Weenie royale: Food and the Japanese internment. National Public 
Radio Books. Retrieved from http://www.npr.org/templates/storv/storv.php?storvld=17335538 
Peters, W. (Producer). (1968). A class divided [Television broadcast].




How did you feel...




Another part of the day?.
W
Freedom?
Circle YES or NO fo r the following questions.
The Japanese people had freedom during the Internment? YES NO
The US government respected the rights of the Japanese YES NO
people during the Internment?
Name__________________________________
Provide three examples from  what we learned today that support your opinions.
Supporting detail #1
Supporting detail # 2 :
Supporting detail #3 :
w




TO ALL PERSONS WEARING A
PURPLE
BRACELET
Going to school in the Following Area:
Mokena, New Lenox, Frankfort, Tinley Park, Orland Park, and Plainfield
The following instructions must be followed:
1. You must report to the Detention Camp immediately.
2. Evacuees each may bring:
a. One sheet of paper,
b. One pencil,
c. One object in their desk or locker that is important to them
3. After you have selected your objects, all other materials in your desk and 
locker must be placed in the Storage Zone. You will receive one sticky note. 
Write your name on it and stick it on top of your pile. You will get your 
belongings back at the end of the day, if we are able to find them all.
Go to the area immediately.
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I. Type of Lesson: Read-aloud
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 4-5th
III. Materials
A. Books: Innocenti, R. (1985). Rose Blanche. Mankato, Minnesota: Creative Education, 
Inc.
• Readability: Grades 4 +
B. Technology: none
C. Supplies: Rose Blanche worksheet
IV. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to make inferences about text and support their 
reasoning with two specific examples from the text.
Standard 1: CC.4.R.I.1 Key Ideas and Details: Refer to details and examples in a text 
when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the 
text.
Assessment 1: The assessment is the accompanying worksheet. The students must be 
able to support their answers with details from the text.
V. Groupings
The students will participate in the read-aloud as a large group. This way, they will be 
able to see the important images, discuss with each other, and answer questions that are asked. 
They will complete the worksheet with a partner, so they can come up with more examples to 




• Previously, we have talked about a group of people that were forced to live in a 
particular camp or area. Who can recall this event? (Japanese internment)
• Today, we are going to learn about a different group of people that were moved 
into camps. They were held captive for different reasons and lived in very 
different conditions.
W
• We are going to start learning about this new group of people that are from a 
very important time period in our world's history.
W  • To begin our exploration, we are going to read a book, called Rose Blanche. Our
main character's name is Rose. She is about ten years old and lives in Germany. 
Though her story is a fiction story, the idea and many of the actions were true 
and happened about 70 years ago.
• While I read the book, I will stop to talk with you about some important things 
in the book. After we finish reading, I am going to ask you to complete a 
worksheet that goes along with the book.
B. Lesson Steps
• Throughout, the students will be asked to questions.
• Questions to ask while reading:
o Sometimes when an author wants the reader to feel a certain way 
he/she uses words that many people associate with different feelings or 
emotions. The author mentions "winter." What do you think he wants 
you feel when he uses winter? (Think of emotions, feelings, terms 
related to winter).
o Notice the symbols on the tank. Where else in this image do you see 
the symbol? (On Rose's kite).
o Why do you think the boy was trying to run away? Where do you think 
he was supposed to be going?
o When the author says, "The sky was gray," after they capture the little 
boy, how do you think he wants us to feel? How do you know?
o Why is Rose being so sneaky?
o Notice in the image, there is a sign that says, "Verboten." Does anyone 
know what that means? (Forbidden). What language is that and how 
do we know? (German, because Rose is German).
o What do you notice about the fences? Are they normal fences? (Barbed 
wire) Why may there be barbed wire?
o What color are the clouds? (gray) What do you predict is going to 
happen?
o What do you notice about the children and people's clothing? (Striped, 
old, worn, Star of David).
o Why do you think they are behind the wire? Do you think they are really 
criminals? Why or why not?
o Even though Rose's mom was giving her more food, why do you think 
she is getting thinner?
o Why do you think only the mayor is staying fat? What does this tell us 
about the mayor?
o Notice the arm band on the man's arm. What is that symbol? (Swastika)
o Why are there tanks? What does this usually mean? What can we 
assume about the people behind the barbed wire? 
o What do you notice about the barbed wire fence? (It is down). Who do 
you think pulled it down? Remember the new trucks with different 
symbols?
o What happened at the end of the book? (People were rescued, Rose 
was a casualty).
o Who do you think killed Rose?
o Why do you think the author chose to have her be a casualty? 
o Was Rose guilty of something or was she innocent? Were the children 
and families in the camp guilty or innocent? 
o Who were the "bad guys" in the story? 
o Why did they lock up the people and kill Rose? 
o Why is it important to learn about people that were treated unfairly? 
o In life, are people always treated fairly? 
o What role does Rose play in the prisoners' lives?
• Now that we have finished the book, I would like each of you to find a partner 
to answer the questions on the Rose Blanche worksheet. You will be expected 
to answer each of the questions, then give two examples to support your 
answer from the book.
• Have students pair off and work on assignment.
C. Conclusion
• Have pairs share their answers with another pair.
• Share answers with whole class.
VII. Assessment
A. Assessment 1: The assessment is the accompanying worksheet. The students must be 




For each of the questions below: answer the question, then list two supporting details from 
Rose Blanche that explain why you chose your answer.
Question Answer Supporting Details
Did the author use a happy 
tone throughout the book?
i)
2)
Were the soldiers with the + 












Who were the soldiers at 
the end of the book and 







I. Type of Lesson: Stations
II. Information about the Class




C. Supplies: Class dictionary, Anne Frank's diary notes, "Where are you Taking Me?" 
activity guide, "Life in a Concentration Camp" worksheet, cabbage, coffee, bread, water, 
brown food coloring, cups, plates, labels for plates, "When Disaster Strikes" worksheet, 
poster board, coloring supplies.
IV. Background Knowledge
This lesson is the second lesson in the Holocaust unit. The students will have read Rose 
Blanche to build background knowledge on the Holocaust. Also, they will have completed the 
Japanese Internment lesson.
V. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to write informative/explanatory texts that 
examine the topic of the Holocaust and convey ideas associate with the event.
Standard 1: CC.4.W.2 Text Types and Purposes: Write informative/explanatory texts to 
examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
Assessment 1: The students will complete the worksheets that go along with the 
"Where are you Taking Me?" station (1,4, 5, and 7) and the "When Disaster Strikes" 
station (1-5).
B. Objective 2: The students will be able to state their opinions about the living conditions 
for prisoners during the Holocaust, state their opinion on how they, personally, would 
survive during the holocaust, and support their opinions with evidence, such as images 
and information.
Standard 2: CC.4.W.1 Text Types and Purposes: Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, 
supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
Assessment 2: The students will write a response in the "Life in a Concentration Camp" 
station that explains their opinion about how life would be for them if they were in a
concentration camp. They will use evidence from the provided images and information 
\ ^ /  to form opinions. Also, the station, "Where are you Taking Me?" (2,3, and 6), will assess
this standard by asking the students opinion-based questions.
C. Objective 3:
Standard 3: CC.4.W.3 Text Types and Purposes: Write narratives to develop real or 
imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear 
event sequences.
Assessment 3: The students will complete a final project in which they develop a short 
book to describe life during the Holocaust. The students will be assessed based on their 
success at using descriptive details, clear sequences of events, and correct grammar.
VI. Groupings
The students will be grouped in groups of four or five while examining the stations. The final 
project will be independent.
VII. Procedures
A. Introduction
• Yesterday, we read Rose Blanche and learned some information about a major 
event in history. Today, we are going to uncover even more about this event.
• The ideas that we are going to explore are all related to something called the 
Holocaust. Does anyone know what this word means? (talk about ideas)
o What is it? (an event in which Hitler and the Nazis mass-murdered 
millions of people, especially Jews)
o Who was involved? (Hitler, Nazis, Jews, Christians, European nations,
US)
o Who was targeted? (Jews, minorities)
o What happened? (Many people were sent to camps, forced to work, fed 
little food, and murdered or starved to death)
• Make sure the students eventually understand that it was a horrible time in 
history in which many innocent people were tortured and/or killed because of 
their particular religion or ethnicity by a specific group of people.
• To learn more about this time period, we are going to have a scavenger hunt.
On this scavenger hunt, you will examine pictures, look at journals, and gather 
information that will be important for constructing your own personal book.
• There will be three different stations that everyone will be able to go to. At 
each station, there are activities and materials that you must look at. You will 
also have a scavenger hunt guide that will help you organize your information 
for future use. (There will be two copies of each station, so groups can be 
smaller.)
i ./ B. Lesson Steps
• Break students into groups (4-5 per group).
• Provide instruction for each of the groups that go along with the stations as they 
read through the directions.
• Allow time for students to explore the groups.
• Station: Where are you taking me? Read the introduction and diary entries to 
answer the questions on the following page.
• Station: Life in a concentration camp. Look at the pictures and captions to write 
a response to the question. There are two parts to the question, both of which 
should be supported by examples from the images and information.
o Also, at this station the students will be able to eat the food that was 
served at the concentration camp. Provide de-caffeinated coffee, 
cabbage, small portions of bread, and water with a hint of brown food 
coloring in it to simulate pollution. Mark each of the portions according 
to what meal in the day it is representing. (Breakfast: coffee and bread, 
lunch: cabbage and water, dinner: cabbage and water). May also 
include: a vegetable broth soup.
• Station: When Disaster Strikes. Study the timeline and answer the questions. 
Then, with your group, illustrate the timeline on a poster board using drawings.
• After the completion of all of the stations, students will reconvene at their 
desks.
• Explain that the final part of the Holocaust lesson is going to be for the students 
to create their own journal/diary/book about the Holocaust.
• Similar to Anne Frank's diary, the students will create their own story.
• The students should decide what type of character they will be. Some 
possibilities include: a child during the holocaust, someone that is hiding Jews, 
an officer, a prisoner, a parent, a German citizen, etc.
o The students must make sure to clarify who their person is at the 
beginning of the journal/diary/book.
o The students will be graded using the rubric at the bottom, "Final 
Project Rubric."
• Pass out "Once Upon a Holocaust."
• Explain that this is an independent project to be completed.
C. Conclusion
• The students will complete their projects for homework.
• Then, the students will dress up like their character and read their book to the 
class on the presentation day.
• Parents will be invited to "Holocaust Day."
• Display the books around the classroom afterward.
W
VIII. Assessment
A. Assessment 1: The students will complete the worksheets that go along with the 
"Where are you Taking Me?" station (1,4, 5, and 7) and the "When Disaster Strikes" 
station (1-5).
Assessment 2: The students will write a response in the "Life in a Concentration Camp" station that 
explains their opinion about how life would be for them if they were in a concentration camp. They will 
use evidence from the provided images and information to form opinions. Also, the station, "Where are 
you Taking Me?" (2,3, and 6), will assess this standard by asking the students opinion-based questions.
"Life in a Concentration Camp" Rubric
3 2 1
Howwas States how tK iy1thlolftfie States howthey Does not mention
life for the prisoners felt whilelivihg in think the prisoners - how they think the
prisoners the concentration camp 
and uses thoughtful 
assumptions that align with 
the information pfdvided
felt while living in 
the concentration 






How would States how he or she would States how he or she Does not mention
life be for feel while living in a would feel while how he or she
the student concentration camp and 
uses thoughtful 










Support Uses at least three Uses two examples Uses one or fewer
with examples to support to support opinion examples to
evidence opinion support opinion
4 »
B. Assessment 3: The students will complete a final project in which they develop a short 
' v /  book to describe life during the Holocaust. The students will be assessed based on their
success at using descriptive details, clear sequences of events, and correct grammar.
Final Project Rubric
3 2 1
Accuracy of Most information is Some information is Information is not
information drawn from worksheets drawn from worksheets drawn from worksheets
and class materials and 
used correctly
and class materials arid 
used correctly
and class materials and 
is not used correctly
Role States the speaker 
clearly at the beginning 
of the book
Speaker is unclear Does not state the 
speaker
Creativity Document is organized 
and includes images, 
charts, maps, and/ or 
special effects to 
enhance
Document is somewhat 
organized with minimal 
images, charts, maps, 
and/or special effects
Lacks organization and 
supporting images
Descriptive details Experiences are 
described descriptively 
so the reader is able to 






Clear sequence of Events follow a Events are Events are not in a clear
events chronological order that 
is simijar to the 
timelines in class
chronological for the 
most part, some parts 
are out-of-order
sequence
Grammar 0-2 errors 3-5 errors 6+ errors
IX. Resources
Ellis, E., & Silir, S. (December 31,1969). The labor camps. Holocaust Study. Retrieved from 
http://www.aish.eom/ho/o/48961881.html
Goodrich, F., & Hacekett, A. (2007). The diary of Anne Frank: An educational study guide. St. Paul, MN:
Park Square Theatre. Retrieved from
http://www.sainthelena.us/school/classrooms/middle/laneuage/images/Annefrank theatre euide.pdf 
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NAME,
Station/: W here' are-yo w ta h Cn g ' me#
Part Question Answer
Introduction 1. What is a 
concentration camp?
Anne's Diary Entry #1 2. What do you think 
"hiding" is and what 
makes you think that?
3. If you were going 
into hiding and could 
choose one object, what 
would it be and why?
Anne's Diary Entry #2 4. What does 
oppressive mean? 
(Look up in dictionary)
5. Why do they have to 





Anne's Diary Entry #3 6. How do the 
Germans Anne talks 
about compare to the 






7. Who are the people 
that are being put into 
the camps?
bJAME_
Station/: Life/ lw  a/ C o n ce n tra tio n ; Ccwrtp
Look at the im ages and read each of the captions. Write a response that 
includes: how you think the people felt that were living in the camps and how 
you would feel if you were living in the camps. Use at least three examples from 
the pictures, information, and supplies to support your response.
W
Life/ in/ Coru^atraXriorvCasmp picture&
Picture/1 £r2
In labor camps, concentration camps, and 
extermination camps, living conditions were 
very tight. Many people had to share small 
spaces, and even beds. Picture 1 shows the 
beds in a male house during the Holocaust. 
Picture 2 shows the housing.
Picture/ 3
People were trapped in the camps behind 
barbed wire fence. They were not allowed to 
leave.
Picture/ 4-
Prisoners were fed very little food. For breakfast, 
prisoners were usually fed coffee and a tiny portion of 
bread. For dinner, prisoners were fed small portions of 
cabbage. The water they drank was almost always 
polluted. Prisoners were malnourished, and many 
starved to death.
P ic tu re /5
Before going to concentration or 
extermination camps, many people were 
sent to labor camps. In labor camps, 
prisoners dug in quarries, made weapons, 
and were treated poorly.
P ictures 6
People were sent to camps to 
camps by train. The trains were 
pack so tightly that people could 
not move. They were not excused 
to use any type of restroom, and 
many people died on the voyage 
to the camps.
Pictures 7
Large amounts of prisoners were killed at 
the same time. There were a variety of 
ways that the Nazis murdered these 
innocent people.
P i c t u r e /  8
One way the Nazis murdered many people at one 
time was by bringing them into gas chambers. The 
prisoners were told that these large rooms were 
showers. Once they were inside, the prisoners were 
locked in and killed.
Picture/ 9
Another way the Nazis killed many people 
were by firing squad. The prisoners would 
be killed by lining them up and shooting.
Food in the camps was scarce. The portions on the table represent the amount of food 
the prisoners ate each day. You are welcome to try the food and drink.
Station/: WhewViAatf&r StrCkey
Novem ber 11,1918 End of W orld W ar I.
January 30,1933 A dolf H itler is now  the leader in 
G erm any. H is party  is called the
Fall 1935 Law passed  tha t says Jews and  G erm ans cannot get 
m arried  because Jews are no longer considered citizens in 
G erm any.
Novem ber 9-10,1938 Jew ish businesses are destroyed, and  30,000 Jews are
transported
to concentration cam ps.
June 12,1942 fe l ■  I H i!  
^  i *  ••,§ *
St i ■  1 lLs|
A nne receives diary.
July 5,1942 A nne's sister got a notice tha t she will be p u t into a labor 
cam p, so A nne's fam ily goes into hiding.
October 1944 A nne and  h er sister are sent to a concentration cam p.
March 1945 Anne and  sister die in concentration cam p.
May 7,1945 W ar ends, prisoners are free. N azi governm ent is 
elim inated.
Today G erm any and  the US have a positive and  allied 
relationship.
Name_________________________________________
When Disaster Strikes: Questions
1. Who was the leader responsible for the Holocaust?_______
2. What is the political party called associated with this leader?.
3. What did the law passed in the fall of 1935 do?___________
4. Did Anne die in the concentration camp?__
5. Does Germany still have a Nazi government?.
With your group, create a drawing on the poster board provided that illustrates the
time line listed above.
O n c e / U p o tv a /  H o lo c a u s t
Imagine you the year is 1918, you live in Germany, and Adolf Hitler has just come to 
power. Who will you be? A German citizen? A Jewish child or parent? A soldier? A 
prisoner? Once you have decided who you will be, you will write a journal, diary, or 
book that explains what life is like for you between 1918 and 1950. Remember to 
include details that we have discussed in class and the events that took place 
during this time period in Germany and Europe.
Things to include checklist:
__________ Information that is from class
__________ Who are you? (This should be mentioned on the first page of your
writing)
__________ Creativity (organized, pictures, charts, maps of where you live;
special effects: worn pages, interesting drawings, yarn, 
decoration)
__________Descriptive details ( Clearly describe where you live, what’s going
on, who you are with)
__________ Events (Clear sequence)
__________ Correct grammar
You will be presenting your project to the class on Holocaust Day! You should dress up 
as you character. Parents are also invited to come.
You do not need to turn this form back in at the end of the project.
W '
I n t r o d A c c t i o n /
A nne/ frank/ way born/ in/ 
Qermcony in/1929. When/ffhe 
way 13 y  eary old/, ^he/way forced/ 
to- h id e  in  order to- avoid/ belruf 
te n t  to- co concentration/ camp.
A concentration/ cam p iy a/place/where/ 
m any inruycentJeMtith/people an d /o th er  
in n o cen t people/ i n f  urope/were/ te n t  t o  
face/ har^h/ ItA /in c y  cord ltion y, little /or n o  
food/, extreme/ work/ environm enty for no­
pay, and/even tually , for m any people/, 
death/.
While/ in h ld ln ^ , A nne/kept a/ d ia ry  th a t  
w ay la te r  uyed/ to te d /  th e  world/ a b o u t  
m any o f th e h a rd d u p y d ^ e a n d /h e r  
fam ily  h a d /to  endure/.
VCary Entry #1
into hldlrvg - where would we go, In a town dy to the country, In a 
house or a cottage? These were questions I was not allowed to ask, 
but i couldn't get them out of m y mind. Margot and I began to 
pack some of our most vital belongings Into a school satchel. The 
first th ing I put In was this diary, them, hair ourltrs., 
handkerchiefs, school books, a comb, old letters; i put In the 
craziest th in gs with the Idea that we were going Into hiding. B»ut 
I'm not sorry, memories mean more to me than dresses.
VCary Entry #2
l l t h J u l y ,  ±942
1 can't tell you how oppressive It Is never to be able to go outdoors, 
also I'm scared to death that we shall be discovered and shot.
That Is not exactly a pleasant prospect, w e  have to whisper and 
tread Lightly during the day, otherwise the people In the 
warehouse m ight hear us.
VCary Entry #3
1 5 th  N ovem ber, 1 5 4 2
Dussel has told us a lot about the outside world, which we have 
missed for so long wow. tie had very sad news. countless 
friends have gone to a terrible fate. Evening after evening the 
green and grew wagons go past: The mermans ring at every door 
to aste If there are a n yjew s living In the house, if  there are, then 
the whole fa m ily  has to go at once, if  they don't fin d  an y, they 
go onto the next house. No one has a chance of escaping them, 
unless one goes Into hiding.
No one Is spared - old people, babies, pregnant mothers, the slcte - 





Traditions Around the World
I. Type of Lesson: Guided Discovery of Concept of Tradition
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 3rd Grade
B. Diversity:
i. Number of Students: Total -  22; Boys -1 2 ; Girl - 1 0
ii. Ethnicity: Caucasian -1 8 , Hispanic -  3; Asian - 1
III. Materials
A. Book: Soto, G. (1996). Too Many Tamales. New York: Puffin Books.
i. Readability: Grades K-3
B. Technology: Elmo
C. Supplies: Dry erase boards, markers, clipboards, "What is Tradition" worksheet, "A Tradition 
of my Own" worksheet, coloring supplies, pencils.
IV. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to correctly organize examples and non-examples of 
tradition in a table.
Standard 1: lO .A .la  Organize and display data using pictures, tallies, tables, charts or bar 
graphs.
Assessment 1: The students will be assessed on their accurate completion of the table.









some pieces of 
the data 
accurately in the 
table.
The student was 
unable to 
organize data 
accurately using a 
table.
B. Objective 2:
i. The students will be able to describe an example of tradition and its relationship to 
their community.
ii. The students will be able to describe a non-example of tradition and its relationship 
to their community.
\ ^ J
Standard 2 :16.A.1C Describe how people in different times and places viewed the world in 
different ways.
Assessment 2: The students will be assessed on whether or not they can successfully 
provide an example and non-example of tradition within their community and if they are 
able to explain why their examples and non-examples are provided.
5 3 1
Example The student included an 
example of tradition that 
accurately fits the definition 
created in class and 
correctly explains how the 
example exemplifies 
tradition. (Tradition is... 
passed down for many 
generations, important to a 
community, repeated, 
beliefs, and rituals.)
The student included 
an example of a 
tradition but does 
not accurately 
explain how the 
example exemplifies 
tradition.
The student does 
not include an 
accurate example 
or description of 
tradition.
Non-example The student included an 
accurate non-example of a 
tradition. The student 
explains why the non­
example is not a tradition.
The student includes 
a non-example of 
tradition but does 
not state why it is 
not a tradition.
The student did not 
include a non­
example of 
tradition or a 
description.
V. Groupings
The students will be first grouped on the carpet at the front of the room because this is 
where they usually have read-alouds. The first two portions of the lesson steps will take 
place on the carpet; this will promote discussion and participation. In part three of the 
lesson steps I will have the students return to their desks after our class discussion. 
Returning to their seats will help to reinforce independent work time. During the 
closure activity I will have the whole group discuss our findings from the lesson. This 
will help reinforce the concept of tradition.
VI. Procedures
A. Introduction
• "Can anyone tell me what we are celebrating today?" Halloween, Christmas, 
Valentine's Day, etc.
• "What are some things you and your friends and families do celebrate [the 
holiday]?" Carve pumpkins, Trick-or-Treat, wear costumes, etc.
• "Other communities and countries celebrate similar holidays, but do different things 
to make the holidays special to them."
• "Can anyone think of another holiday similar to [holiday] that is not celebrated very 
much in the United States but is celebrated in a different country?" Day of the Dead, 
Teng Chieh, etc.
• Halloween:
■  "Where is Day of the Dead celebrated?" Mexico
■  "People that celebrate Day of the Dead have different ways to show their 
celebration. Does anyone know any of the different types of things that 
people do in Mexico every year to celebrate Day of the Dead?" Decorate 
graves with flowers (marigolds), prepare feast, use bright colors, sugar 
skulls, etc.
■  (Show pictures of Day of the Dead on Elmo and discuss.)
■  "Another holiday that is similar to Halloween is called Teng Chieh. This is 
celebrated in China."
■  (Show pictures on Elmo, discuss pictures, show differences and similarities.)
■  In China, they place cups of water in front of pictures of the dead, folk dance, 
burn candles and bonfires, and prepare traditional cuisine.
• Christmas:
■  "Not all countries and cultures celebrate Christmas. Who can give me some 
examples of some holidays that may be similar to Christmas, but are also 
different?" Hanakah, Ramadan, Kwanzaa, etc.
■  "Christmas can also be celebrated in other countries and other cultures 
differently than we celebrate it within our families."
■  (Show pictures of different countries with different ways of celebrating the 
various holidays.)
B. Lesson Steps
• Part one of lesson:
■  "Now that we have talked about different holidays and different things that 
people do within their communities to celebrate holidays, let's see if we can 
think of some words or phrases that describe these actions."
■  "How would you describe our examples?" The students should offer 
examples such as "they are repeated every year, they are important to the 
community, they are passed down from generations, they are beliefs and/or 
rituals."
■  (The teacher should use guiding questions throughout the discussion to help 
students organize their thoughts.) Some questions may be:
Do you think that the activities people do to celebrate holidays are 
important to them or unimportant?
Where do you think the different activities come from?
Do you think they only do these activities once and then never do 
them again?
How can we group these words to make sense of them? For
instance, you suggested____and____ , what is a title I could give to
this category?" Look for answers such as beliefs, rituals, passed 
down from generations, important to family, repeated.
w■ (Write the new categories or main ideas that were created above on the 
board. These are the attributes of tradition. Attributes: they are repeated 
every year, they are important to the community, they are passed down 
from generations, they are beliefs and/or rituals)
■  "What is one word that describes all of these different groups of words?" 
Tradition!
• Part two of lesson:
■  (Pass out "What is Tradition" worksheet, clipboards, and markers.)
■  "At the top of the page, there is a space provided for us to fill in five words 
or phrases that go along with tradition. What do you think these words will 
be?" The words or phrases will be the five attributes that the class will have 
come up with in part one of the lesson: beliefs, rituals, passed down from 
generations, important to family, repeated.
■  "We are going to read the book, Too Many Tamales, and try to find some 
examples and things that are not examples of the word tradition."
■  "What do you think something that is not an example of tradition would 
be?" The opposite of what tradition is: brushing teeth, eating breakfast, 
riding the school bus.
■  "What is a good way for us to check if something is an example of a 
tradition as we read our book?" Compare it to the five categories/definition.
■  (Begin reading Too Many Tamales)
■  Some words/phrases that are present in the book:
Examples Not examples
■  Baking tamales
■  Decorating
■  Eating with families
■  Opening presents
■  Snowing -  not predictable and 
annual
■  Losing ring inside of tomale
■  (Throughout book, stop at certain points to ask the students if they see any 
examples or non-examples. The students will identify if they are examples 
or if they are not examples. Write the words in the teacher-copy of the 
worksheet on the Elmo. Have the students write their answers in their 
charts, also.)
• Part three of lesson
■  "Okay class, who can tell me an example of a tradition that you have seen in 
your school, at a sporting event, or in your community?" Examples should 
be provided by students: national anthem at sports game, Corn Fest, etc.
■  "Can anyone provide an example of something that is not a tradition that 
you have noticed in your life?" Examples should be provided by students: 
going to the doctor for a physical, recess, doing homework, etc.
^ 0/
■  (Make sure they understand that even if you do something every day, that 
does not make it a tradition. The example must fulfill all categories of the 
definition of tradition.)
■  "Boys and girls, please return to your seats."
■  (After this, pass out the final worksheet, "A Tradition of My Own")
■  "Each of you now will work independently to come up with your own 
examples and non-examples of tradition."
■  "Please provide one example of a tradition that it is part of your life, and 
explain how it is a tradition. Remember to use the definition we have 
created. Then, think of a something that is not an example and explain why 
it is not a tradition."
■  "Please write first, and when I see that you have finished writing, you will be 
allowed to illustrate."
C. Conclusion
• Have the students present their examples, non-examples, and illustrations with 
their group.
• Have several students share with the whole class.
• "Okay class, who can sum up what the word tradition mean?" (Have several 
volunteers provided examples of the definition.)
VII. Assessment
A. Assessment 1: The students will be assessed on their accurate completion of the table.









some pieces of 
the data
accurately in the 
table.
The student was 
unable to 
organize data 
accurately using a 
table.
i. This is a formative assessment that will make sure students understand how to fill 
out a table.
B. Assessment 2: The students will be assessed on whether or not they can successfully 
provide an example and non-example of tradition within their community and if they are 
able to explain why their examples and non-examples are provided.
5 3 1
Example The student included an 
example of tradition that 
accurately fits the definition 
created in class and 
correctly explains how the
The student included 
an example of a 
tradition but does 
not accurately 
explain how the
The student does 
not include an 
accurate example 
or description of 
tradition.
example exemplifies 
tradition. (Tradition is... 
passed down for many 





Non-example The student included an 
accurate non-example of a 
tradition. The student 
explains why the non­
example is not a tradition.
The student includes 
a non-example of 
tradition but does 
not state why it is 
not a tradition.
The student did not 
include a non­
example of 
tradition or a 
description.
i. This assessment will allow the teacher to determine if the students understood




A New Perspective on Thanksgiving
I. Type of Lesson: Inquiry
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 3rd Grade
III. Materials
A. Books:
i. Bruchac, J. (2007). Squanto's Journey: The Story of the First Thanksgiving. Boston: 
Houghton-Mifflin Harcourt.
a. Readability: K-4
ii. Arenstam, P. (2007). Mayflower 1620: A New Look at a Pilgrim Voyage. Des Moines: 
National Geographic Children's Books.
a. Readability: K-4
iii. Flanagan, A. (1998). The Wampanoags (True Books: American Indians). Danbury: 
Children's Press.
a. Readability: K-4
iv. O'Neil-Grace, C. (2004). 1621: A New Look at Thanksgiving (I Am American). Des 
Moines: National Geographic Children's Books.
a. Readability: ages 9-12
v. Hines, G. (2003). Thanksgiving in the White House. New York: Henry Holt and 
Company.
a. Readability: ages 4-8
B. Technology: White board
C. Supplies: Pencils, "A Truthful Thanksgiving," markers, print out of pictures of the "First 
Thanksgiving"
IV. Background Knowledge
The students in third grade have been studying the relationship between the Native 
Americans and the first voyagers to America. They know about Squanto, Christopher 
Columbus, and the traditional version of the first Thanksgiving. Also, the students have 
been working with the word perspective in their Making Meaning reading groups. This 
will come into play when they are studying the worksheet questions.
V. Objectives and Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to compare and contrast multiple interpretations of 
Thanksgiving.
Standard 1 :16.A.2b Compare different stories about a historical figure or event and 
analyze differences in the portrayals and perspectives they present.
Assessment 1: The students will answer questions on the worksheet titled, "A Truthful 
Thanksgiving/' that assess their ability to interpret Thanksgiving differently than they 
previously have. They will also explain how a different perspective on an event is important. 
Finally, they will list three new facts they learned about Thanksgiving that has helped to 
changed their viewpoint of Thanksgiving. These are questions 1, 2, and 3 on the worksheet.
B. Objective 2: The students will be able to express the reasons why we celebrate Thanksgiving 
today and compare those reasons to the original reasons Thanksgiving was celebrated. 
Standard 2 :16.B.lb (US) Explain why individuals, groups, issues and events are celebrated 
with local, state or national holidays or days of recognition (e.g., Lincoln's Birthday, Martin 
Luther King's Birthday, Pulaski Day, Fourth of July, Memorial Day, Labor Day, Veterans' Day, 
Thanksgiving).
Assessment 2: The students will be assessed on how well they reflect on the inquiry 
question on the worksheet. This is question 4. The students must reflect on how 
Thanksgiving's celebration traditions are similar and different from how they originally were 
meant to be and the history/reasons behind the holiday (questions 5-8).
VI. Groupings
The students will be grouped as an entire class for the first portion of the lesson. This is for the 
read aloud, so they will be able to see the pictures and interact with the group. The class will 
then be split into groups for the next portion to look at different books. The groups will have a 
variety of books: Mayflower 1620: A New Look at a Pilgrim Voyage, The Wampanoags (True 
Books: American Indians), 1621: A New Look at Thanksgiving (I Am American, Thanksgiving in 
the White House, or the pictures of the Native American's perspective of Thanksgiving. This is 
done so that the students will provide a variety of different perspectives on the inquiry question 
that they will be focusing on. The books The Wampanoags (True Books: American Indians), 
Mayflower 1620: A New Look at a Pilgrim Voyage, and 1621: A New Look at Thanksgiving (I Am 
American) are included to add pictures and descriptions to the concepts. They do not have to be 
read in their entirety to understand the ideas. Also, they will answer questions within their 
groups or individually. The groups will help promote reflective thought and discussion about the 
questions. Finally, the class will come together in the end to discuss as a whole class. This will 
allow everyone to think about both sides of the argument and will allow the teacher to focus 
attention to both sides of the argument.
VII. Procedures
A. Introduction:
• "Can anyone tell me what holiday is coming up at the end of November?" 
Thanksgiving!
• "Who can tell me some of the things that we do on Thanksgiving to celebrate?" eat 
turkey, corn, pumpkin pie, etc.
w
• "Who can tell me where those traditions came from?" Pilgrims, A/ot/ve Americans
• "Can anyone tell me what the first Thanksgiving was about?" Sharing, welcoming 
the pilgrims, etc.
• "Do you think that Thanksgiving was always celebrated the way it is today? Why or 
why not?"
• "What are some ideas of what you may think have really happened on the 'First 
Thanksgiving'?"
• "Do you think it was always called Thanksgiving?"
• "Interesting responses. Today, boys and girls, I want to you to think about some of 
the things we know about Thanksgiving."
• "Our question today is going to be: How do you think Thanksgiving should really be 
viewed?"
• "We are going to look at a few books to see new perspectives of Thanksgiving."
B. Lesson Steps:
• "lam going to read the book, Squanto's Journey: The Story of the First Thanksgiving, 
so that we can see the pilgrims coming to America from his eyes."
• (Read Squanto's Journey: The Story of the First Thanksgiving and ask the following 
questions throughout the book:
o How did Squanto and the Native people seem to feel about the new people 
coming to America?
o Were the new people nice to the Native Americans? Why or why not? 
o Can you give me some examples of ways in which the Native Americans 
were treated by the pilgrims and explorers? 
o What did the pilgrims do to the Native Americans' homes and communities? 
o Do you think that the pilgrims really felt bad about how they treated the 
Native Americans, specifically Squanto? 
o Do you think it is important to know Squanto's story? 
o How does knowing the truth about the pilgrims' first encounters with the 
Native Americans make you feel about our country's history? 
o How does this make you feel about Thanksgiving?
• (The answers to the questions will be mainly in a discussion format, but some will be 
answered later on in writing.)
• "Now that you have an idea of what the First Thanksgiving could have been like, 
let's examine this a little bit further."
• "I am going to break you up into small groups. Each of your groups are going to look 
at one of two books and learn some more interesting information about 
Thanksgiving and the pilgrims or Native Americans."
• (Break students into small groups and hand out copies of Mayflower 1620: A New 
Look at a Pilgrim Voyage, The Wampanoags (True Books: American Indians), 1621: A 
New Look at Thanksgiving (I Am American), Thanksgiving in the White House, and 
the pictures of the First Thanksgiving from the Native American point of view.)
W
w• "Please read through the books and look at the pictures at your stations, and think 
about the ideas related to Thanksgiving."
• "Things to think about:
o Abraham Lincoln's declaration of Thanksgiving 
o The reasons for creating Thanksgiving
o Traditions that are similar to what we know today as Thanksgiving 
o Things that are different about Thanksgiving than what you know it as 
o The point of view of the Native Americans 
o Images of how the Native Americans were served" 
o (These points should be displayed on the board, so the students can refer 
back to them while exploring)
• "When you receive the book, Thanksgiving at the White House, make sure your 
whole group reads the book completely. For the books, The Wampanoags (True 
Books: American Indians), Mayflower 1620: A New Look at a Pilgrim Voyage, and 
1621: A New Look at Thanksgiving (I Am American), make sure you look through the 
books, read the captions by the pictures, and look for important ideas. You do not 
have to read those three books ALL the way through."
• (Allow time for students to explore the books and discuss in groups).
• (Each group should get a chance to look at all materials).
• "Now, I am going to pass out a worksheet to each of you, and I would like you to 
respond to our initial question and a few other guiding questions. You may work on 
your own or with your group members to answer the questions. Use what we have 
learned today to focus your answers." (The worksheet is titled, "A Truthful 
Thanksgiving.")
• (Allow time for students to work on the questions with their groups. Then, discuss 
the questions with the entire class.)
C. Closure:
• "So, what do you think class? Was the first Thanksgiving really like the Thanksgiving 
we celebrate today?"
• "If you think that the First Thanksgiving was similar than what we celebrate today 
move to the window side of the room. If you think it is completely different, move 
to the door side of the room. If you think it is somewhere in between, stand in the 
center of the classroom. Everyone should be prepared with reasons why he or she 
chose the spot he or she chose. Go!" Yes, because they ate food, shared stories, 
came together. No, because the Native Americans were treated poorly and taken 
advantage of; it did not have a positive tone as the Thanksgivings today have; It 
wasn't even technically considered "Thanksgiving" at that point in time
• (Discussions should clearly show both sides of the argument. Reasons can be 
recorded on the board in two columns to show both sides of the argument. If there 
are a lack of ideas on one side of the argument or the other, the teacher should ask 
guiding questions to help students think about ideas.)
"So, now that we have looked at various views of Thanksgiving, what would you say 
are some reasons that we celebrate Thanksgiving? Was it to show Thankfulness? 
Let's share some of the ideas you had with the whole class."
"Since we now know that you can look at different traditions and holidays in from 
different perspectives, how can we use this information in other situations?" Look 
at other things from different perspectives.
"Great job today class!"
VIII. Assessment
W Both assessments will follow this rubric, which coincides with the questions on the worksheet.
3 1
List three new things you 
learned about Thanksgiving that 
help you look at Thanksgiving in 
a new way.
The three ideas listed would help 
student see Thanksgiving in a 
new way.
The three ideas listed are facts 
that would not help the student 
see Thanksgiving differently.
Do you think it was important 
to learn about Squanto's side of 
the story about Thanksgiving? 
Why or why not?
The student explains why or why 
not Squanto's interpretation was 
important.
The student does not state why 
Squanto's interpretation was or 
was not important.
How does knowing this 
information change how you 
look at Thanksgiving? If it does 
not, explain why.
The student explains why or why 
not the information changes his 
or her viewpoint.
The student does not explain 
reasoning behind answer.
Was the first Thanksgiving really 
a celebration like the 
Thanksgiving we celebrate in 
today's America? Explain why 
you feel the way you do.
The student explains why he or 
she feels the way he or she does 
and includes evidence from the 
discussions.
The student does not thoroughly 
explain his or her reasoning 
behind answer.
What was the reason 
Thanksgiving was really 
created?
The student identifies Lincoln's 
declaration of Thanksgiving 
based on the book they read.
The student does not identify 
Lincoln's declaration of 
Thanksgiving.
What do you think the meaning 
of Thanksgiving really should 
be? Use examples from today's 
activity to support your answer.
The student includes examples 
for his or her definition of 
Thanksgiving and has written a 
thoughtful response.
The student does not show that 
he or she has gained significant 
insight from the examples 




1. List three new things you learned about Thanksgiving that help




2. Do you think it was important to leam about Squanto and the Native American’s side of the story about 
Thanksgiving? Why or why not?
3. How does knowing this information change how you look at Thanksgiving? If it does not change how you 
look at Thanksgiving, explain why.
4. Was the first Thanksgiving really a celebration like the Thanksgiving we celebrate in today's America? How 
was the celebration the same or different from today’s? Explain why you feel the way you do.
5. During what major event in history was Thanksgiving declared a holiday?
6. Why was Thanksgiving declared a holiday?
7. Who named Thanksgiving a holiday?_______________________________
8. What do you think the meaning of Thanksgiving really should be? What do you think is most 
important for people to remember about Thanksgiving? Use examples from today’s activity to 
support your answer.







I. Type of Lesson: Cooperative Learning 
A. Structure: "Co-op, Co-op"
il. Information about the Class




o Gunderson, C.G. (2003). Religions o f the Middle East (World in Conflict-the Middle 
East). New York: Abdo Pub Company.
■  Readability: ages 8-12
o Hawker, F. & Taub, D. (2009). Judaism in Israel (Families and Their Faiths). New 
York: Crabtree Publishing Company.
■  Readability: ages 9-12
o Hawker, F. & Bhatia, M. K. (2009). Sikhism in India (Families and Their Faiths). New 
York: Crabtree Publishing Company.
■  Readability: ages 9-12
o Rumford, J. (2008). Silent Music. New York: Roaring Book Press.
■  Readability: ages 9-12
o Jalali, Y. (2003). Celebrating Norouz (Persian New Year). San Jose: Saman Publishing.
■  Readability: ages 8-10
o Mobin-Uddin, A. (2007). The Best Eid Ever. Honesdaie: Boyds Mills Press.
* Readability: ages 4-8
o Khan, H. (2008). Night o f the Moon: A Muslim Holiday Story. San Francisco:
Chronicle Books.
■  Readability: ages 4-8
o Mortenson, G. (2009). Listen to the Wind. New York: Dial.
■  Readability: ages 4-8
o Williams, K.L. (2007). Four Feet, Two Sandals. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans Books for 
Young Readers.
■  Readability: ages 4-8
o Bunting, E. (2006). One Green Apple. Boston: Clarion Books.
■  Readability: ages 4-8
W B. Technology: Computer, Elmo, microphone, video camera
C  Supplies: Writing materials, coloring supplies, paper, poster board
IV. Background Knowledge
Going into this lesson, I would assume that most of the students do not know very much about 
the Middle East, if anything. They may relate the Middle East to Aladdin, camels, the War in 
Iraq, or war in general. Typically, those are the types of things associated with the area prior to 
learning about it. Also, I am writing this lesson assuming that it would be taught after the 
Guided Concept lesson plans that were introducing the concept of tradition. This will allow for 
the students to have a clear understanding of what the word tradition means.
V. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to make positive choices and identify and perform 
roles that contribute to the teams they will be working with.
Standard 1:3B.lb. Make positive choices when interacting with classmates.
3C.la. Identify and perform roles that contribute to one's classroom. 
Assessment 1: The first assessment is designed to assess the students' cooperation within 
the groups. The students will each be responsible for writing a reflection about their 
contribution to the team, as well as each team member's contributions.
B. Objective 2: The students will be able to seek answers to questions by analyzing data from 
documents, books, and websites.
Standard 2 :16.A.2c Ask questions and seek answers by collecting and analyzing data from 
historic documents, images and other literary and non-literary sources. 
Assessment 2: The second assessment is designed to assess the students' accurate 
completion of the tasks that they are assigned. The students will be responsible for 
researching information from their assigned section, connecting it to the United States or 
their personal lives, and expressing the information to their team. This will be assessed on 
an individual basis.
C. Objective 3: The students will be able to clearly articulate through writing and discussion 
how people of different places around the world view the world in different ways.
Standard 3 :16.A.lc Describe how people in different times and places viewed the world in
different ways.
Assessment 3: The third assessment is based on whether the students accurately 
demonstrate their knowledge on how different cultures have different traditions and 
viewpoints. The students must accurately answer the questions on the worksheet titled, 
"Thinking about Traditions." Their accurate completion of the worksheet will determine 
their understanding of this standard.
VI. Groupings
To begin, the students are grouped as a class. This will allow for discussion time at the 
beginning of the lesson to introduce the region of the Middle East. Also, I will have them talk
within their table groups about where they think the Middle East is located, so they will be able 
to compare their prior knowledge about the area before deciding the location. Then, I will have 
the class break off into teams that I assign. I will choose the teams, so I can make sure each of 
the teams have an equal and fair distribution of students. They will work with their teams for 
the remainder of the lesson. For their individual research, they will sit near their teams and 
work mainly independently. They will need to be near their teams, however, to share resources. 
On the final day, they will be performing or presenting their final project.
Procedures 
A. Introduction
■  'Today we are going to begin learning about something that may seem unfamiliar to 
many of you."
■  "What comes to your mind when I say, 'Middle East'?"
■  "Is the Middle East a country?"
■  "Is it in the United States?"
■  "Is it a continent? What continent is it on?"
■  (Put "Map of World" up on the Elmo)
■  'Talk with the people at your table and see if you can come up with a guess as to 
where on this map the Middle East may be."
■  "Okay, which group wants to come draw a star on the board where they think the 
Middle East is located?"
■  (Have each group do this)
■  'These are pretty good guesses, and I can understand why you feel this way."
■  "Many of you were close (or accurate, depending on answers). This is where the 
Middle East is located." (Draw circle around area)
■  "Does anyone have anything they remember hearing their parents, teachers, or 
anyone else say about this area? Are there any movies you have seen or books you 
have read about the Middle East?" (allow time for discussion if anyone volunteers 
information)
■  "Do any of you know about any celebrations or important events in the Middle 
East?"
■  'Today we are going to begin learning about some traditions in the Middle East."
■  "Remember when we talked about different traditions we may have here in 
Kingston, IL or in the United States?"
■  "What were some of those traditions?"
■  "So, what did we say the definition of tradition is?" Belief, ritual, important to 
community, passed down from generations, and repeated
■  "Well, we know all about traditions from where we live now, but what do we know 
about traditions from other places?"
■  "Can anyone give me an example of a tradition from another country?"
w■  "Now we are going to break up into teams to learn all about different Middle 
Eastern traditions. As a team, you will look through different materials to gather 
information about your specific tradition group. Then, each of you will be 
responsible for a special job within your teams. Finally, you will create a 
presentation to display your information in a fun way, so the whole class can 
explore your unique aspect of Middle Eastern culture."
B. Lesson Steps
Part one: Team Building
• "Now, I am going to split you up into five teams."
• (Split class into five groups. The groups should have students that have a variety of 
strengths, so that they can each find a role within the group that suits them.)
• "Now that you are in your groups, think of a team name. In two minutes, you will 
be expected to report to me with your team name."
• (Collect team names)
• "Now that we have teams, I would like each team to take five minutes to create a 
list of guidelines that all of you agree are important when working with teams." 
These should include respect each other and everyone's ideas, share leadership, 
contribute to group, etc.
• "You will be telling the rest of the class your most important guideline when the five 
minutes is up."
• (Have each team state their most important guideline for the class)
• "Great job! Now, each of you is going to be assigned a role that is designed to help 
your team be as productive as possible."
• "There will be a Materials Monitor. This person is in charge of making sure 
everyone in the group has the correct books, websites, and worksheets. He or she 
will also be responsible for collecting all materials at the end of each work period. "
• "There will be a Checker. This person is in charge of making sure everyone has a 
clear goal for what their task will be for the day. This person will also make sure 
everyone is staying on-task during work time."
• 'There will be a Reflector. This person will have a chart with all of the team 
members' names on it. At the end of the day, he or she will mark boxes on a chart 
that ask if each member is contributing to the group."
• "Finally, there will be a Gatekeeper. This person will be important in helping 
communication within the team. He or she will make sure every person has an 
opportunity to speak when you are deciding on your project structure. He or she 
may say things like, 'Great idea, Joe; what do you think about that, Sue?'"
• "I am going to let each of the teams decide who will receive what role. Take 30 
seconds to decide. Go!"
• "Now that we have our roles, let's take some time to choose areas that each team 
will focus on."
Part two: Topic and Research
• "Talk within your groups about the following aspects of tradition: religion, 
weddings/ceremonies, art and music, holidays/celebrations, and family."
• "I will select teams in a random order to allow your team to choose an aspect. 
Remember that if you do not get the aspect that you initially wanted, think back to 
the rules your teams created. Do we respect each other?" Yes!
• (Choose teams using popsicle sticks to choose topics)
• "Now that you have your topics I am going to go over what each of you will be 
responsible for within your big topic."
• "I will pass out a paper to each of your groups, so that everyone knows about all the 
different roles. I will meet with each team to clarify any questions you have. While 
you are waiting for me to meet with your team, I expect you to look over your sheet 
and talk about your group members about who everyone thinks would be best for 
different roles."
• "A couple reminders when we are talking within our groups: remember the rules 
you created. Do we respect others? Do we fight and yell at others? Do we listen to 
others and care about their opinions?"
• "If there are any major problems in deciding between roles, I will help you 
determine who gets each job."
• (See attachment for descriptions of jobs)
• (After assigning jobs, the students will work in their groups to research the topics in 
class. Each student will be responsible for his or her own role.)
• "As you gather your information, you will add your information to individual 
worksheets."
• "After all of your members have gathered information and completed the 
worksheets, you will each present your information to the rest of your team."
• (They will research for several days to acquire information from the sources)
• "Okay boys and girls, now that you have each gathered your information you will 
each present your information within your teams. Please remember to speak 
clearly, provide accurate information, and allow time for questions at the end. To 
present your information, read your question out loud, and then explain your 
answer and any important details to go along with it. Repeat this for each of your 
questions. All four team members will be presenting to the group."
• (Allow students to present the information. All teams can have a person presenting 
within their group at the same time.)
Part three: Presenting
• "Now that each of the teammates have presented the information, I would like you 
to meet with your teams and brainstorm some ideas of ways to present your overall 
topic to the rest of the class. I will provide you with a list of several topics to choose 
from."
• "If your team comes up with a different idea from my ideas, feel free to ask me if 
your idea would be okay to complete. I am always looking for interesting new ways 
to present information!"
• (Allow times for groups to talk about their ideas and pass out the sheet titled, "Ways 
to Show Our Findings.")
• "Once you and your teammates decide on a project, come and tell me what you 
have decided on."
• "You will be working on this project in class. Then, we will present our projects to 
the rest of the teams. On our presentation day, you and your teammates may 
choose to wear costumes to depict your projects, also."
• (Work on projects).
• (Present projects).
C. Conclusion
• "Now that we have all had a chance to present, each of your will be responsible for 
completing a reflection. In your reflections, first you will reflect on how well you 
personally think you contributed to your group and how your teammates worked 
with the group. The second part of your reflection will focus on how you think this 
project will help us learn about people in other places."
• "Before we write down our final reflection thoughts, though, let's brainstorm."
• "What did everyone learn from their presentations and working with your teams?"
• "What did you learn about other cultures or traditions from completing this 
assignment?"
• "Does every country and every culture have all the same traditions?"
• "Why do you think that is?"
• "What can this tell us about the world we live in?"
• "Do you think it is important to learn about other people's traditions? Why or why 
not?"
• "How can learning about other people's cultures and traditions help us in the 
future?"




The first assessment is designed to assess the students' cooperation within the groups. 
The students will each be responsible for writing a reflection about their contribution to the 
team, as well as each team member's contributions. The reflections will be graded based on 
the following rubric:
Completing Tasks Cooperation Contributions
Individual
Reflection
The student reflects 
on how well he or
The student reflects 
on how well he or
The student reflects 
on how well he or
she completed tasks 






she contributed to 





The student reflects 
on how well each 
group member 
completed tasks that 
he or she was 
individually 
assigned. (1 point)
The student reflects 





The student reflects 
on how well each 
group member 
contributed to the 
group's final project. 
(1 point)
B. Assessment 2:
The second assessment is designed to assess the students' accurate completion of the 
tasks that they are assigned. The students will be responsible for researching information 
from their assigned section, connecting it to the United States or their personal lives, and 
expressing the information to their team. This will be assessed on an individual basis. The 
students will be assessed based on the following rubric:
3 2 1










answers for two of 
the three questions.
The student did not 
accurately answer 
the three questions 
provided.
Connection The student 
connected the 
research to life in 
the United States 
and/or his or her 
personal life and 
provided clear 




research to life in the 
United States or his 
or her personal life 
but was not 
completely accurate 
or clear.
The student did not 
make a connection.
Expression The student 
accurately 
presented the 
information to the 






information to the 





information to the 




The third assessment is based on whether the students accurately demonstrate their 
knowledge on how different cultures have different traditions and viewpoints. The students 
must accurately answer the questions on the worksheet titled, "Thinking about Traditions."
y
Their accurate completion of the worksheet will determine their understanding of this 
standard.
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Team Building Roles
Materials Monitor:
T h is person is  in charge of:
• making sure everyone in the group has the correct books, websites, and 
w orksheets
• collecting all m aterials at the end of each w ork period
Checker:
T h is person is  in charge of:
• making sure everyone has a clear goal for w hat their task will be for the day
• making sure everyone is staying on-task during work time
Reflector:
T h is person will com plete a  chart daily. (Put a  + if the person com pletes the box, 
put a O  (c irc le ) if the person does not com plete box)
Names
This person had a 
positive attitude
This person was 
willing to help 
others
This person showed 
respect to others
Gatekeeper:
Th is person is  in charge of:
• helping communication w ithin the team
• making sure every person has an opportunity to speak when you are 
deciding on your project structure
• saying things like, 'Great idea, Joe; w hat do you think about that, Sue?'"
Team Topics and Individual Roles
Religion
Person 1 • Find the major religions of the Middle East.
• What countries are these religions found in mostly?
• Are there any religions in the Middle East that are practiced in the United 
States? If so, what ones?
Person 2 • Find out if religion is important to Middle Eastern life.
• What are some things people do to show how important their religion is to them 
in the Middle East?
• How do you think this compares to how we view religion in the United States?
Person 3 • How often do most people in the Middle East practice their religion?
• What do they do to practice their religion?
• How are some of the traditions related to religion similar to traditions in the US?
Person 4 B. What are some controversies surrounding religion in the Middle East?
C. How do these problems affect the United States?
D. What do you think a solution could be to these problems?
Resources 
to Use
E. Gunderson, C.G. (2003). Religions o f the Middle East (W orld in Conflict- 
the Middle East). Abdo Pub Company.
F. Hawker, F. & Taub, D. (2009). Judaism in Israel (Families and Their 
Faiths). Crabtree Publishing Company.
G. Hawker, F. & Bhatia, M. K. (2009). Sikhism in India (Families and Their 
Faiths). Crabtree Publishing Company.
Weddings/Ceremonies
Person 1 • What are some types of ceremonies celebrated in the Middle East?
• Who participates in these ceremonies and why are the ceremonies celebrated?
• How do some or all of these ceremonies compare to ones we celebrate in the US?
Person 2 • Do people in the Middle East have weddings?
• If so, are they similar to weddings in the United States?
• What are some traditions done at Middle Eastern weddings?
Person 3 • What color are the wedding dresses in most of the Middle East?
• What religions do not use white wedding dresses?
• Do you think anyone in the US may wear a different color wedding dress other 
than white? Why or why not?
w
Person 4 H. How old are many people in the Middle East when they get married?
I. Are they typically younger or older than people in the United States?
J. Why is it the way it is for many of the families?
Resources 
to Use
K. Wedding traditions. Cultural India. Retrieved from
http://www.culturalindia.net/weddings/wedding-traditions/index.html
L  Bhide, N. Indian wedding traditions. The Wedding Planner. Retrieved from 
http://www.nikhilbhide-theweddingplanner.com/indian-wedding- 
traditions.htm!
M. (2004). Wedding traditions in India. Retrieved from 
http://www.worldweddingtraditions.com/locations/asian_traditions/india 
n_traditions.html
N. Hawker, F. & Taub, D. (2009). Judaism in Israel (Families and Their Faiths). 
Crabtree Publishing Company.
O. Hawker, F. & Bhatia, M. K. (2009). Sikhism in India (Families and Their 
Faiths). Crabtree Publishing Company.
Art and Music
Person 1 • When was most of the art in the Middle East created?
• How is this art important to Middle Eastern traditions?
• How is art in the Middle East similar and/or different than art in the US? Why?
Person 2 • What are some of the instruments used in Middle Eastern music?
• How are these instruments used in traditional ceremonies?
• Can we find these instruments in the US? If so, where?
Person 3 • What are some of the important locations where you could find art and music in 
the Middle East?
• How is the art of that area different and similar to art in the United States?
• Does their art tell a story? Why or why not?
Person 4 P. What was art and music originally used for in the Middle East?
Q. What are some examples of types of art created in the Middle East and 
how do these types relate to their traditions?




S. Eigner, S. (2010). Art o f the Middle East: Modern and Contemporary Art 
o f the Arab World and Iran. Merrell Publishers.
T. Nye, N.S. (1998). The Space Between Our Footsteps: Poems and Paintings 
from  the Middle East. Simon & Schuster Children's Publishing.
U. Rumford, J. (2008). Silent Music. Roaring Book Press.
Holidays/Celebrations
Person 1 • What are some holidays or celebrations in the Middle East?
• When are they celebrated and how are they celebrated?
• Do we celebrate these holidays in the US?
Person 2 • Explain why some of the holidays are celebrated.
• What types of things are done to celebrate?
• How do these celebrations compare to how you celebrate holidays?
Person 3 • Are there any important foods that are cooked to help celebrate in the Middle 
East?
• Are these foods traditions? Why or why not?
• What are these foods and are they similar to any in the United States?
Person 4 V. Are holidays in the Middle East based on religion or based on important 
events that have happened?
W. Provide some examples.
X. Are holidays in the US religious, based on events, or both?
Resources 
to Use
Y. Jalali, Y. (2003). Celebrating Norouz (Persian New Year). Saman 
Publishing.
Z. Batmanglij, N. (2008). Happy Nowruz: Cooking with Children to 
Celebrate the Persian New Year. Mage Publishers.
AA. Mobin-Uddin, A. (2007). The Best Eid Ever. Boyds Mills Press.
BB. Khan, H. (2008). Night o f the Moon: A Muslim Holiday Story. Chronicle 
Books.
Family
Person 1 • Who typically lives in a Middle Eastern household?
• Is this similar to your life? How so?
• Do you think you would like it if you lived with all your relatives?
Person 2 • What is a hijab and how are they used?
• Have you ever seen one in the United States?
• Why do some people believe hijabs are important?
Person 3 • What is the woman's role in the household usually in the Middle East?
• Compare this to women's roles in the United States.
• Do you think it is fair for women to be treated the way they are treated in the 
Middle East?
Person 4 CC. Explain three things about children in the Middle East and school.
DD. What do kids in the Middle East have in common with kids in the United 
States?




FF. Mortenson, G. (2009). Listen to the Wind. Dial.
GG. Williams, K.L. (2007). Four Feet, Two Sandals. Eerdmans Books for Young 
Readers.
HH. Bunting, E. (2006). One Green Apple. Clarion Books.
Rubric
3 2 1
Research The student accurately 
researched and 
completed the answers 
for each of the three 
questions.
The student somewhat 
accurately researched 
and completed the 
answers for two of the 
three questions.
The student did not 
accurately answer the 
three questions 
provided.
Connection The student connected 
the research to life in 
the United States 
and/or his or her 
personal life and 
provided clear details in 
the connection.
The student connected 
the research to life in 
the United States or his 
or her personal life but 
was not completely 
accurate or clear.
The student did not 
make a connection.
Expression The student accurately 
presented the 
information to the team 
so that the members 
could understand the 
information.
The student presented 
the information to the 
team in a way that was 
somewhat 
understandable.
The student presented 
the information to the 
team in a way that was 
not understandable.
Sample Worksheet -  Religion: Person #1
1. Find the major religions of the Middle East.
2. What countries are these religions found in mostly?
3. Are there any religions in the Middle East that are practiced in the United 
States? If so, what ones?




• Think of a way to use your information in a play
• Have four different characters (one for each team member)
• Include the facts that you have learned
• Write lines for each of the characters
• This should be about 5 minutes long when you are performing
• Wear costumes on the day of the play
Feast
• Show the information that you have learned by preparing a feast
• Each member should bring a special dish that shows something about your 
topic
• You may dress up to show how someone from your topic may dress for the 
traditional feast that you are creating
• Create a menu that explains the foods and why you chose the foods (this 
can be done on the computer or it can be written on a poster board in 
colors)
Story
• With your team, write a story that includes all of the information that you 
gathered
• This story should be several pages long
• Use the narrative format that we have worked on in the past
• This could be a fictional story that includes facts that you have learned
• When presenting, you may want to dress up like your characters would
Picture Book
• Create a picture book about your topic
• Include information that your learned about
• Draw pictures to go along with your story
• When presenting, you may dress up as the characters in your book
• Be sure to include color in your pictures
• This should be typed
Song
• Write a song that includes all of the information that you learned about 
your topic
• You may choose to make the instruments
• This song can be recorded with a camera or microphone and computer
• All members should perform the song
Remember to come ask me if you and your teammates come up with any other ideas or 
questions!!
All groups must:
• Include all information you have gathered from each team member
• Show creativity
• Provide information in a clear manner
Name
Final Reflections
Rate how well you and your teammates completed each of the 
categories. A “5” is a great job and a “ 1” is needs improvement. 
Circle a number in each of the boxes.
Finishing the Tasks Cooperating with 
Teammates
Contributing to the 
overall project
How well 1 did at...
5 4 3 2 1 5 4  3 2 1 5 4  3 2 1
Teammate #1  
Name 5 4 3 2 1 5 4  3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
Teammate # 2  
Name 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
Teammate # 3  
Name 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
Teammate # 4  
Name 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
Any additional comments?
Thinking about Traditions
What are some things 
you learned about 





How do people in
different places around
the world view the world
differently?
What are some examples •
of differences between
the Middle East and the •
United States?
•
What are some •
similarities between the






A Growing Population 
I. Type of Lesson: Population Density
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 4th grade
B. Diversity:
i. Number of Students: Unknown
ii. Ethnicity: Unknown
III. Materials
A. Book: Smith, DJ. (2011). If the world were a village (2nd ed.). Toronto, ON: Kids Can 
Press, Ltd.
i. Readability: grades 3 and up
B. Website: Kids.net.au. Population density. Retrieved February 15,2012 from the 
Kids.Net.Au Wiki:
http://encvclopedia.kids.net.au/page/Do/PoDulation density
C. Video: Population Connection. (2007, September 21). World population. Video 
retrieved from http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=4BbkQiQvaYc
D. Technology: Computers for video and research
E. Materials: Coloring supplies, glue, paper, scissors, poster board, model newspapers, 
access to pictures
IV. Objectives and Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to organize and state information about 
population density in a clear and concise format that coincides with their selected 
presentation method.
Standard 1: CC.4.W.2.a Text Types and Purposes: Introduce a topic clearly and group 
related information in paragraphs and sections; include formatting (e.g., headings), 
illustrations, and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension
Assessment 1: There is a rubric for the students to follow which will guide them in 
constructing their projects. The students must organize and group information based 
on the idea they are discussing. They also will include illustrations, drawings, and/or 
graphic elements.
B. Objective 2: The students will be able to describe verbally and in writing how changes in 
population have caused changes in social systems and will cause changes in social 
systems in the future.
wB. Lesson Steps
• "Today we are going to explore the idea of population. First I am going to read this 
book, If the World were a Village ." Throughout the book, have the students express 
their ideas related to what you are reading. Stop at certain points for discussion.
• "Now we are going to watch a video that shows how our world's population has 
changed over many years, starting at the year: 1."
• Video: http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=4BbkQiQvaYc (Or the DVD version)
■  Pause video at 3:00 minutes, and ask the students to explain what they 
notice so far about the population (about 400 A.D.)
■  Pause at 4:30 (1262 A.D.) and ask what they observe so far. Europeans? 
What about America?
■  Pause after black plague. What do they notice? A decrease.
■  Make note of 1900. Ask them to pay close attention to what happens now.
■  Stop at 5:48 (2008ish), show how the population is predicted to grow.
• Have a brief discussion:
■  What were some of the things the video suggested for helping to prevent 
population growth? Using less resources, personal decisions about numbers 
and lifestyles (what does this mean?)
■  What are some things you think will help to end the population increase?
■  Why is the increase a bad thing? Do you think it can be good in any way?
■  What are some ways we can cope with increasing numbers?
• Have students break off into groups of three for their project.
• For the project, the students will choose a format from one of the ones listed below. 
They must include all of the components and their special characteristics, as listed 
on the chart. The project will be worked on in class during their social studies 
portion.
C. Conclusion
• After they finish their projects, the students will present their work to the rest of the 
class.
VII. Assessment




density in own words
Describing personal 
connection to the 
problem (to self, 
family, peers) 
Describe problem
States the problem 
clearly and fully 
Definition is in student's 
own words and is 
accurate
All connections are 




States the problem 
briefly and is not clear 
Definition is not in own 
words, but is accurate
Explanation is 
somewhat thoughtful, 
but is lacking in ideas or 
connection to a group.
Connection is lacking
Does not state the 
problem accurately 
Definition is incorrect 
and not in own words
Response is not 
personal or thoughtful.
No attempt or small
Standard 2 : 18.C.2 Describe how changes in production (e.g., hunting and gathering, 
agricultural, industrial) and population caused changes in social systems.
Assessment 2: The students will be assessed based on their contributions to the 
discussion, as well as their answers to the questions that will be completed in their 
project. The students must mention how population has changed throughout history, 
how this has affected people, and how the population increase will affect people in the 
future. If the students answer all of the questions successfully, then they will have 
covered these topics.
Groupings
The class will be in one large group towards the beginning of the lesson, so that they can 
experience what a larger population would feel like. Then, they will be grouped together for 
discussion, the reading, and the video to facilitate discussion and group cohesion. Then, they 
will be split into groups of three for their projects. This is because they will be able to gather 
more information, gain additional ideas from their groups members for creativity and solutions, 
and they will be able to discuss possibilities for ideas for their projects.
Procedures
A. Introduction
• To begin the lesson, have the class move the desks out of the way (or go outside, if 
possible) to participate in an activity.
• Place a long piece of yarn in a large circle, so that all the students are able to stand 
inside the circle comfortably.
• "Students, I would like all of you to please stand in our circle. Do you feel 
crowded?" Some may say they do, others may not.
• "Now let's all step outside of the circle and decrease the size. What do you think 
about the size now? Do you feel crowded?"
• The size should be decreased a small amount each time until the students can no 
longer fit inside the circle.
• "What are some ways you adapted to the circle becoming smaller?" Possible 
responses: held their breath, sucked in their stomachs, kneeled, climbed, hugged, 
etc.
• "Imagine our world being this way. Do you think we would be able to live our lives if 
we were all crammed together like you were in the final circle?"
• Bring the class inside, and have them sit on the floor near the teacher.
• "Can anyone think of a word that would describe what it means when we are talking 
about all of the people that live in the world or in an area?" The students should 
eventually decide on the word: population.
related to other 
cultures and 
countries.
other cultures and 
countries and is 
thorough in 
explanation.
and is not thorough. attempt has been made 
to connect ideas.
Who is affected Student considers and 
expresses ideas about 
who is affected. Ideas 
are thoughtful, creative, 
and make sense based 
on what we have 
observed and discussed.
Student considers who 
is affected, but may be 
incorrect in assuming a 
particular group of 
people.
Student does not 
consider who is 
affected.
Questions Student answers every 
question thoroughly, 
thoughtfully, and uses 
correct information.
Student answers most 
of the questions 
accurately and 
thoroughly.
Student answer few or 
none of the questions 
accurately or 
thoroughly.
Special characteristics All of the parts listed on 
the project guidelines 
are included in final 
project accurately and 
fully.
Some of the parts are 
included.
Few or none of the 
parts are included.
B. Assessment 2: The students will be assessed based on their contributions to the 
discussion, as well as their answers to the questions that will be completed in their 
project. The students must mention how population has changed throughout history, 
how this has affected people, and how the population increase will affect people in the 
future. If the students answer all of the questions successfully, then they will have 
covered these topics.
VIII. Resources
Kids.net.au. Population density. Retrieved February 15, 2012 from the Kids.Net.Au Wiki: 
http://encvclopedia.kids.net.au/Daee/po/Population density
Population Connection. (2007, September 21). World population. Video retrieved from 
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=4BbkQiQvaYc 
(Also: DVD format popconnect.org)
Smith, D.J. (2011). If the world were a village (2nd ed.). Toronto, ON: Kids Can Press, Ltd.
Project Guidelines
All projects must include all of these parts:
1. What the problem we are addressing is
2. A brief definition of what population density means in your own words (use class dictionaries, 
and/or online kids.net.au - http://encvcloDedia.kids.net.au/page/po/Population d en sity)
3. What the problem means for us (you, your family, your classmates)
4. What the problem means for people in different cultures and countries
5. Which cultures would be affected the most based on what we have discussed and seen
6. Answer these important questions:
a. How we can change what is happening?
b. What are some solutions?
c. What will happen if we do not change?
d. What are some things we can do to adapt to the population increase?
e. What are some things we have already done to adapt?
7. "Special characteristics" for the project you choose.
Choose ONE of the formats below:
Possible Formats Brief description
"How to Change the World" -  book In the book, you will include all of the necessary information. You may 
choose to write using a narrative format, expository format, or 
persuasive format.
^Special characteristics: Color, creativity, and drawings/pictures
PowerPoint Include your findings and ideas in a PowerPoint presentation.
*Special characteristics: No more than one main idea per slide, complete 
sentences and paragraphs must be used on your slides, and include 
creative effects (color, font, etc.)and an organized layout
Foldable Poster Place findings and ideas on your three-sectioned poster board.
^Special characteristics: Use of colors, neatness, pictures, creativity, and 
information should be written in sentences and paragraphs on poster 
board
Newspaper Create a mini-newspaper to display your findings and ideas. You may 
consider writing a short article for each of the necessary categories of the 
project.
^Special characteristics: Your final product should resemble a newspaper 
layout, headings are clear and relate to your article that follows, pictures 
are included to connect with your ideas.





I. Type of Lesson: Interactive lecture
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 3-5
III. Materials
A. Books: None
B. Technology: Computer, PowerPoint
C. Supplies: "Energy!" worksheet, "Energy Reduction" worksheet, coloring supplies, door hangars, 
posters, scissors, glue
IV. Background Knowledge
There is a reference to the global warming lesson, so this lesson should come afterwards.
V. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: Given the definition or image of an energy source, the students will be able to 
determine in writing which energy source is being defined.
Standard 1 :12.C.la Identify and compare sources of energy (e.g., batteries, the sun).
Assessment 1: "Energy Reduction" #'s 1-3: The students will match the correct image to the type 
of energy, and they will answer two multiple choice questions about the energy types.
B. Objective 2: Students will be able to explain how decreasing their energy consumption will 
benefit the planet.
Standard 2 :13.B.2f Analyze how specific personal and societal choices that humans make affect 
local, regional and global ecosystems (e.g., lawn and garden care, mass transit).
Assessment 2: "Energy Reduction" ft's 4-6: The students will state how they are going to 
decrease their energy consumption. They will describe how the reduction of energy usage will 
benefit the planet in a specific way. Also, they will create hangars and signs to suggest ways of 
reducing energy usage. They will also explain how the increase in population causes more use of 
energy.
VI. Groupings
The students will each fill out their own guide during the PowerPoint. They will answer some 
questions in pairs, to generate more ideas. The assessment worksheets will be individual, so 
each student can be assessed fully.
VII. Procedures
A. Introduction
W• When I say the word, "energy," what do you think of?
• Does anyone know where energy comes from?
• Today, we are going to learn about energy, where it comes from, how it relates to our 
lives, and what we can do to save energy on a daily basis.
• Pass out worksheet: "Energy!"
• We are going to look at a few slides that go along with this guide. There are some 
colorful questions and predictions throughout our guide. When we get to those 
"PREDICTION !"s Each of you will take a moment to write down your prediction. Then, 
when I say, "go," you will compare your prediction with your partner. (Students should 




o PREDICTION! What is fossil fuel? Write, share with partner, share with class.
Do not explain what it is yet; this will be shared in a later slide, 
o Where do we get our energy? and Where else do we get our energy? For 
these slides, allow students to guess the answer based on the hints. This is not 
a written down prediction.
o Geothermal energy slide: What might be a negative of using this type of 
energy? Do you think it is difficult to create this system? 
o Oil slide: Emphasize that the oil was created a long time ago. 
o PREDICTION! Can we create more oil quickly? Write, partner, class, 
o Explanation slide: Discuss answer. Also, ask students what they have heard 
about gasoline prices? Do their parents talk about them? What can they 
predict about oil based on gas prices rising/ being high? 
o Looking at this cartoon, what have the scientists found? What have the two 
younger people found?
■  How do each of the groups of people react?
■  Now that we know where oil comes from, what could this picture be 
trying to say? How does this picture compare to what we just talked 
about?
o Population and Energy: Ask the students whether they think the population is 
increasing or decreasing. Allow them to predict.
■  Show the "increasing" bullet point
■  Ask them how they think the population increase affects the use of 
energy.
■  Allow suggestions.
■  Clarify: the increase in population causes an increase in energy usage.
■  Allow students to write down their response on the worksheet.
o What should we use instead? Allow students to suggest, then show answers, 
o Do you think it is important to use less energy? Allow students to predict and 
respond orally.
o Why is it important to cut down on energy usage?
■  Fossil fuels -  "Most of the time, we use fossil fuel for energy. Why 
might we have to cut down on energy usage based on this
information?" (Because limited amount. We still need to implement 
new energy sources.)
■  Pollution -  "How do you think pollution is created from using energy?" 
(Gasoline, smoke)
■  Global warming -  "Think back to our lesson on global warming, we 
learned about the heating up of the atmosphere. How does this relate 
to energy usage?"
o Partner part I: Students should write their suggestions on the guide #6. 
o Partner part II: Students should write suggestions next to their examples in #6. 
o What can we do? "As I show some of the suggestions, raise your hand if you 
and your partner had something similar."
■  Show suggestions
■  Allow for more suggestions from students
• Now that we have generated some ideas for cutting down on our energy use, we are 
going to create some reminders for ourselves for our homes and for the classroom.
• I am going to lay out supplies at the front of the room for you to create door hangers 
and signs to post around your homes and the classroom. For example: you may choose 
to create a mini-sign that says "Turn off the lights!" and hang it from the door knob.
• Allow students to create at least two "reminders" for the classroom and three for their 
homes.
• Post them around the classroom.
C. Conclusion
• Pass out "Energy Reduction" worksheet for students to complete for assessment.
• Remind students to post their reminders around their homes.
VIII. Assessment
A. Assessment 1: "Energy Reduction" #'s 1-3: The students will match the correct image to the type 
of energy, and they will answer two multiple choice questions about the energy types.
B. Assessment 2: "Energy Reduction" #'s 4-6: The students will state how they are going to 
decrease their energy consumption. They will describe how the reduction of energy usage will 
benefit the planet in a specific way. Also, they will create hangars and signs to suggest ways of 
reducing energy usage. They will also explain how the increase in population causes more use of 
energy.
IX. Resources
(2012). Clean energy. Eco Future. Retrieved from http://ecofuture.net/energy/
(2008). What about a wind farm? [Web log comment]. Retrieved from 
http://www.energyrant.com/wind-farm-power/
(2011). Geothermal energy. [Web log comment]. Retrieved from 
http://201022805.edu.glogster.com/energy/
R Smith. (2008, June 20). [Web log comment]. Editorial cartoon Friday. Retrieved from
W http.7/robsmithir.com/blog/2008/06/




Fill in the blanks as you follow along.
1.  is any source of usable___________ , as
o r_____________radiation.
fuel,
PREDICTION! Wh ik fossil fuel is lat fiink this





3.  was created over a span o f_______________of years and was a result of
__________________________ becoming fossilized!
PREDICTION! Can \
4. The population on the planet is: (circle one) INCREASING or DECREASING
5. How do you think this affects how much energy is used on the planet?
PREDICTION! Is it important to use less energy? Why or why not?





7. Recall: what can we use for energy instead of oil?
a. _______________________  b. _______________________









1. Match each picture with the correct source of energy. Write the matching 
letter next to the number.
2. Which of the following uses the sun as its main source of power?
a. Fossil fuel
b. G eotherm al
c. Solar panels
d. Wind farms
3. Which of the following uses a natural resource that is millions of years old?
a. Fossil fuel
b. G eotherm al
c. Solar panels
d. Wind farms
4. List three ways that you can use less energy in your home or school.
2. ___________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________
5. Provide an exam ple of how using less energy would be good for our 
planet. Use a complete sentence and make sure to describe your 
exam ple fully.
6. First, state whether the population on our planet is increasing or 
decreasing. Then, explain how the population affects energy.
4/22/2012
is any source of 
u s o b I e
eJectrlcify,
or radiation.
Where else do we ge t energy?
Hints: It's invisible to us 
It's found outdoors 
Sometimes it makes a  
whistling sound when it is 
moving quickly
Another p lace  energy can  
com e from is...
The wind! The wind ca n  be used at 
wind farms to power 
homes, schools, and 
other buildings.
Another p lace  we get our 
energy is from...
Geothermal Energy
• This is energy stored 
deep down in the 
earth.
• People can pump 
the water or steam 
up from the ground 
to heat their homes.
1
4/22/2012
P opu la d Energy
Do you think the population on our
l Planet is inc decreasing?
mcreasin
Discuss with a partner: how do you




Why is it important to use less 
energy?
Fossil fuels are limited, but 
used the most
Pollution
Global warming (remember 
our greenhouse gases!)
Since oil is such a limited type of energy 




Solar Power (sun) 
Geothermal
Brainstorm ways we use 
and
record your ideas on your guide (#7, left 
side of chart)
(Leave right side blank for now)
3
4/22/2012
For each of the ways you have 
listed, write down a way you . 
and your family can reduce
your use of energy next to your 
original idea (right side, #7).




W  TLEE 497H
Global Warming 
March 23, 2012
I. Type of Lesson: WebQuest
II. Information about the Class




C. Supplies: WebQuest worksheets
IV. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to research the components of global warming 
through the use of given websites and search engines.
Standard 1: CC.4.W.7 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: Conduct short research 
projects that build knowledge through investigation of different aspects of a topic.
Assessment 1: The students will research the topic of global warming to gather 
information that will be displayed in a letter.
B. Objective 2: The students will be able to organize gathered information from websites 
into a chart and then use the information to compose a letter.
Standard 2: CC.3.W.8 Research to Build and Present Knowledge: Recall information from 
experiences or gather information from print and digital sources; take brief notes on 
sources and sort evidence into provided categories.
Assessment 2: The students will complete the organizer for the WebQuest. They must 
fill in each of the portions with the appropriate research. Then, they must use this 
evidence to write a response to Glacier.
V. Groupings
For the research portion, the students will be in pairs. There usually is a limited amount 
of computers, so students should pair up. Also, it will help students navigate through the 
websites. Some students may need the help of a partner. The letter will be individual, and each 
student will record their own notes. This will help with assessment.
VI. Procedures
A. Introduction
• Begin by showing students a video about climate change
o Silverspace Animation Studios, S.L. (Producer). (2009, October 1). 
Climate change. SilverSpace. Video retrieved from 
http://www.voutube.com/watch?v=FXntPfWi8H0&feature=related
• "What did you notice the people doing towards the beginning of the video?"
• "Do you think this had something to do with the animals that were in the 
video?"
• "How do you think the humans affected the animals?"
• "What did you notice towards the end of the video that was different from the 
beginning?"
• "Did the people change?"
• Explain that they will be conducting a WebQuest
• Read the letter from Glacier Bearie
B. Lesson Steps
• Explain that the students are going to be in pairs for the research of the project.
• After they research, they will be writing a letter to Glacier on the paper 
provided. This portion will be independent.
• Pass out the WebQuest guidelines -  all but the final page.
• Students will now research the topics in pairs.
• After research, students will compose a letter using the guidelines provided.
• For younger students, the friendly-letter format may be provided.
C. Conclusion
• Have students read their letters to the class.
• The students listening should pay attention to the suggestions for 
improvements for climate change.
• After each student reads their letter, record the ways to prevent climate change 
on the board. This should be done by asking the classmates to recall what the 
suggestions were.
• Avoid writing repeats on the board.
• After list is compiled, ask the students if they think all of these things are simple 
enough to accomplish on their own. Which things can they do? Their parents 
do? What are some things scientists can do?
VII. Assessment
A. Assessment 1: The students will research the topic of global warming to gather 
information that will be displayed in a letter.
B. Assessment 2: The students will complete the organizer for the WebQuest. They must 
fill in each of the portions with the appropriate research. Then, they must use this 
evidence to write a response to Glacier.
VIII. Resources










Hello. ddy name is Glacier and /  am a baby polar bear. I live at the N orth  
Pole with my mother. For the past few years, it  has been very d ifficu lt for my 
m other and me to find food. In order to go fishing in the deeper fsh~ file d  
£-v waters, we polar bears need thick ice to walk on. It  seems, though, th a t a lot 
o f  the ice tha t used to be available is m elting! UJithout thick ice to stand on 
and walk on, my mom and / will not be able to eat! U)e d o n 't have a computer, 
so were hoping tha t you could help us understand what is going on at our home, 
what is causing the ice to m elt so quickly, and let us know i f  there are any 
other habitats tha t are dealing with changes like we are. l/Je hope th a t you 







In order to help G lacier and her m om, discover w ha t is go ing on in the North 
Pole. You will be writing a response letter to  G lacier 
tha t must inc lude the follow ing:
• G ive three reasons why the ice is melting 
and explain the reasons.
0
List three other habitats tha t are dealing with 
changes in c lim ate  and explain their 
changes.
Provide three exam ples of ways you can 
help prevent these effects from happen ing .















Your Journey: Start Your Search!
research the topic, and record results on chart.
To learn about these effects, visit this site:
G lobal C lim ate C hange:



























Your Report: Sharing Your Results (Organizer)
To keep yourself organized while researching, fill in this chart as you go a long. 
Each group m em ber must fill out his or her own chart. In the approp ria te  
ca tegory , list each  p iece  of inform ation tha t you plan to use in your letter.
Write a letter to G lacie r Bearie. Include all the inform ation from 
your chart. You must use com p le te  sentences throughout the letter. Each 
p iece  of inform ation tha t you ga the red  should have its own sentence. Be 
creative  and have fun!
Melissa Halyko 
W  TLEE 497H 
Recycling 
March 29,2012
I. Type of Lesson: Stations
II. Information about the Class
A. Grade Level: 1-5
III. Materials
A. Books: Harlow, R., & Morgan, S. (2002). Garbage and recycling. New York, NY: 
Kingfisher.
• Readability: grades 1-6
B. Technology: Computers, video
C. Supplies: Worksheets, "Where Does Garbage Go?," "Venn Diagram," "Word Book 
Directions," and "Recycled Letter Directions," enough word books for ail students, 
assorted garbage, paper, plastic, glass, metals, a reusable bag for each team of students, 
at least two measuring cups, screens, pans, bowls, whisks, and enough cloths for entire 
class to lay out paper.
W -' IV. Background Knowledge
The students must already know how to create the word books. The students must know how 
to navigate through a website to find information.
V. Objectives & Standards
A. Objective 1: The students will be able to write a text that clearly conveys ideas and 
information about the topic of recycling.
Standard 1: CC.4.W.2 Text Types and Purposes: Write informative/explanatory texts to 
examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W
Assessment 1: The assessment will be in the form of a letter. The students will write a 
letter to a parent or community member that describes how to recycle, why we should 
recycle, the negative effects of garbage disposal, and how the student plans to 
incorporate recycling into his or her own life. They will write the letter on a piece of 
recycled paper they created. (Rubric at bottom)
B. Objective 2: The students will be able to gather recyclable materials and group them in 
the appropriate categories.
Standard 2 :12.E.2C Identify and classify recyclable materials.
Assessment 2: The students will sort through various materials they gathered and 
classify them in the correct categories of plastics, metals, glass, or paper.
Groupings
Students will be in teams to build a sense of community. They will also be grouped, so 
they can help each other with the stations, research, and constructing paper.
Procedures
A. Introduction
• "Today we are going to turn into recyclers! Any guesses at what we are going to 
do?"
• "To begin our recycling adventure, I am going to split you into teams of four."
• Break into teams of four and allow each team to come up with a name.
• "In your teams, you will be searching the school grounds for pieces of litter. You 
will place the litter in a reusable bag that I am going to give you and will bring 
the litter back to the classroom. You will have seven minutes to collect as much 
litter as you can."
• "We are going to use these materials you gathered to create our own recycled 
paper. This will help us to understand how the recycling process works. It will 
also help us to understand how we can reuse materials that are around us."
• (Pass out gloves for students to wear for collecting)
B. Lesson Steps
• Give each team a reusable bag for gathering materials.
• Each team will have seven minutes to search the school for possible litter. The 
teacher may want to place some objects where the students may look to add to 
their collections, or have the objects ready in the classroom for when they get 
back and are ready to sort.
• Bring back results.
• Each team will sort the objects into paper, plastics, glass, and metals.
o Ask, "Why do you think we should sort them into different categories?"
Because the way in which they are recycled is different, 
o (Wash hands and dispose of gloves)
• "Can anyone think of any objects or materials that are made out of recycled 
material?" (Drink holders at fast food places, some newspapers, some 
notebooks for school, some clothing)
• "Today, we are going to learn how to create our own recycled material: paper."
• "Why might we want to use recycled paper instead of new paper?" (Save 
resources)
w• "What is paper made from?" (Trees)
• "Does it take a long time for a tree to grow tall or a short time? Why might this 
be important to limiting our use of paper?"
• With their teams, the students will tear paper into tiny strips. Each team should 
have its own bucket of hot water to place paper in, as well as a supply of paper. 
Allow the students to use the paper collected from their gathering, as well as 
more paper or newspaper that the teacher will provide.
• Place scraps of paper in the bucket for thirty minutes.
• Leave all other garbage in one large pile in the corner of the room until recycling 
is complete to simulate a landfill.
• While waiting for the paper to soak, students will visit one of the three following 
stations. You may have duplicates of the stations depending on class size.
• Students will visit stations to gain further understanding of the recycling process 
and the differences between recycling and disposing of garbage.
o Station 1: Read "Where Does the Garbage Go?" and answer questions 
on accompanying worksheet.
o Station 2: Create a Venn Diagram that compares and contrasts garbage 
disposal methods and recycling.
a. Research methods:
b. Harrison, P. (2009). Recycling for kids. Benefits of Recycling. 
Retrieved from http://www.benefits-of- 
recvcling.com/recvclinRforkids.html
c. Environment Industry Associations. (2011). Where does garbage 





o Station 3: Word book -  the students will be given a list of words that 
are mentioned in the book. They will create a word book to practice 
their understanding of the words.
a. Book: Harlow, R., & Morgan, S. (2002). Garbage and recycling. 
New York, NY: Kingfisher.
• After students complete one station, add a fourth station for the recycling of 
paper.
o Station 4: Teacher will be at this station with the students. (Can have 
two groups at a time).
a. Put a handful of the scraps into a bowl and mix with a whisk 
until creamy.
b. Pour the blended pulp into a measuring cup.
ww
c. Pour 3 cm of water in a pan. Put the screen into the pan and 
pour one cup of the paper pulp onto the screen.
d. Spread the pulp evenly in the water with your fingers until it is 
mushy.
e. Lift the screen and let the water drain.
f. Lay the pulp-covered screen face down on a cloth. Lift the 
screen away, leaving the paper pulp on the cloth.
g. Cover with another cloth and use a rolling pin to flatten and 
press out excess moisture.
h. This process should be repeated four times within each team, so 
each student will have a piece of paper.
i. Let the paper dry for 24 hours.
• "Tomorrow, we are going to be able to write on our new paper."
• Follow-up questions:
o Remember our pile of other materials we left in the corner? Thinking 
back to what you learned at your stations, do you think that we would 
need to throw those objects away, or do you think we could recycle 
them in some way?
o What do you think our pile of garbage represented? (landfill) 
o What were some of the ways people recycle metals, glass, or plastics 
that you learned about in your research? 
o What should we do with our pile of recyclables, then? Should we put 
them in the garbage, or in a recycling bin? 
o What were some of the ways of disposing of garbage that you 
discovered?
o How do you think burning garbage affects the environment? 
o How do you think you can help to eliminate garbage at school or at 
home? (Using more electronic ways for learning, using less paper, dry 
erase boards, recycling objects, bringing reusable containers, etc.) 
o After hearing some suggestions, allow students to decide which 
solutions to implement into the classroom.
C. Conclusion
• The next day, explain that the students will be writing a letter on their new 
piece of paper. This letter will be to a parent or a community member to try to 
motivate others to participate in recycling or to commend someone on their 
efforts to recycle.
• The letter must include:
o Why it is important to recycle 
o How you can recycle
o The negative effects or garbage (consider how garbage is disposed)
w
o How you plan to change your life to include more recycling 
• Mail/deliverthe letters.
VIII. Assessment
A. Assessment 1: The assessment will be in the form of a letter. The students will write a 
letter to a parent or community member that describes how to recycle, why we should 
recycle, the negative effects of garbage disposal, and how the student plans to 
incorporate recycling into his or her own life. They will write the letter on a piece of 
recycled paper they created.
Why recycle
Negatives of garbage 
disposal




Provides three reasons 
why we should recycle
Provides three 
negatives for garbage 
disposal
Clearly explains how to 
incorporate recycling in 
his or her own life
Expresses all ideas and 
information in a clear 
and concise manner
___________ 2________
Provides two reasons 
why we should recycle
Provides two negatives 
for garbage disposal
Suggests a way to 
incorporate recycling, 
but suggestion is 
confusing or unfair 
Expresses some ideas 
and information in a 
clear and concise 
manner
__________ 1__________
Provides one or fewer 
reasons why we should 
recycle
Provides one or fewer 
negatives for garbage 
disposal
Does not explain how to 
incorporate recycling in 
own life
Expresses few or no 
ideas and information 
in a clear and concise 
manner
B. Assessment 2: The students will sort through various materials they gathered and 
classify them in the correct categories of plastics, metals, glass, or paper.
IX. Other Resource
Save trees by making your own recycled paper. Ecokids.com. Retrieved from 




Where Does Garbage Go?
1. What are the four categories use to sort recyclables? 
a .______________________
Use complete sentences to answer the following 
questions.
2. Where is most of the garbage taken to?___________
3. What are two problems that are caused by landfills?
4. What another way garbage is destroyed, according to the 
book?__________________________________________
5. Why is this also a bad way to get rid of 
garbage? List two reasons.
Name
Venn Diagram: Garbage Disposal v. Recycling
Visit the two websites that are bookmarked on the computers. Explore the 
websites, then list three similarities and three differences for each  in the diagram  
below.
iarbage
Based on your findings, which process do you think is better for our environment: 
garbage disposal or recycling? Explain your answer with three examples.
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1. Look through the book Garbage and Recycling to 
discover the definitions of the vocabulary words.
2. In your word books that are provided for you, you will
a. Write the vocabulary word on one page
b. And draw a picture of the word underneath
c. On the page beside it, write the definition
d. And a sentence using the word
e. Underline the word in the sentence.
Words to include: biodegradable, compost, recycling, 
incinerator, decomposer, pollution, sewage, landfill
Example:
Waste Definition: Any objects 
that are placed in a 
garbage can to be 
disposed of.
Waste is harmful to the 
planet.
Recycled Letter Directions
Write a letter to a parent or community member that is either to 
motivate others to participate in recycling or to thank someone for 
being a great recycler.
Write the note on your new piece of recycled paper.
In yo u r letter, you  m ust in c lu d e :
o Three reasons for why it is important to recycle
o How you can recycle
o Three negative effects of garbage (consider how 
garbage is disposed)
o How you plan to change your life to include more 
recycling
